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MONOCHROMATIC NEUTRINOS FROM MASSIVE
FOURTH GENERATION NEUTRINO ANNIHILATION

IN THE SUN AND EARTH
KM.Belotskya, M.Yu.Khlopova, K.I.Shibaevh

°«Cosmion» Centre, Moscow
bMEPI, Moscow

Accumulation inside the Earth and Sun of heavy (with the mass of 50 GeV) primordial neutrinos
and antineutrinos of the fourth generation and their successive annihilation is considered. The minimal
estimations of annihilational fluxes of monochromatic e, /j,, т neutrinos (neutrinos and antineutrinos)
with the energy of 50 GeV are 4.1 • 10~6 cm~2-s~1 from the Earth core and 1.1 • 10~7 cm~ 2 -s" x

from the Sun core. That makes the analysis of underground neutrino observatory data the additional
source of information on the existence of massive stable 4th generation neutrino. It is shown that due
to the kinetic equilibrium between the influx of the neutrinos and their annihilation the existence of
new [/(l)-gauge interaction of the 4th generation neutrino does not virtually influence the estimations
of annihilational e-, fj,-, т-neutrino fluxes.

Рассматривается накопление Землей и Солнцем реликтовых тяжелых (с массой 50 ГэВ) ней-
трино четвертого поколения с последующей их аннигиляцией. Минимальные оценки потоков мо-
нохроматических электронных, мюонных и тау-нейтрино (нейтрино и антинейтрино) с энергией
50 ГэВ от аннигиляции тяжелых нейтрино составляют 4,1 • 10~б с м ~ 2 - с - 1 из центра Земли и
1,1 - 10~7 C M ~ 2 - C - 1 из центра Солнца, что делает анализ данных подземных нейтринных об-
серваторий дополнительным источником информации о существовании нейтрино 4-го поколения.
Показано, что вследствие кинетического равновесия между прилетом космических нейтрино и их
аннигиляцией существование нового £/(1)-капибровочного взаимодействия у нейтрино 4-го поко-
ления практически не влияет на оценку аннигиляционных потоков е-, ц-, т-нейтрино.

INTRODUCTION

The search for a new (fourth) generation of quarks and leptons is one of the most important

longstanding problems of high-energy physics. In addition to experiments on accelerators the

effective instruments of such search can serve cosmological and astrophysical manifestations

of a new generation, for which the existence of a new neutrino (1/4) as the lightest, perhaps,

stable weakly interacting neutral particle of the 4th generation has special significance. More

than 20 years ago it was shown [1] that neutrino with the mass of a few GeV can be a

candidate to the role of a cold dark matter particle in the Universe. The modern experimental

constraint on the new neutrino mass follows from the experimental data on the Z-boson width:

the mass of 1/4 must be greater than mz/2 ~ 45 GeV, where mz is the .Z-boson mass. The

analysis of possible virtual effects of the 4th family in the particle data constrains the mass of

the 4th neutrino in the allowed range around 50 GeV [2]. The results of DAMA experiment

on underground search for WIMPs do not exclude WIMP's mass about 50 GeV, that is

consistent with the allowed window for the new neutrino mass derived from the particle
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data. If the neutrino with such mass existed then the respective neutrino and antineutrino
pairs would have to be in equilibrium in the early Universe. After their freeze-out primordial
neutrinos would have to retain in the Universe but their contribution into the modern density
is estimated to be rather small (О ~ 10~4) [3]. So the relic 4th generation neutrino cannot
play the role of the dominant dark matter component and cosmological test of their existence
requires the analysis of more refined astrophysical effects. Such analysis should be carried
out assuming the presence of the dominant dark matter of another nature.

In a series of papers [4-7] the possible experimental (on LEP) [4, 6] and astrophysical
[4, 5, 7] manifestations of new heavy stable neutrino existence were revealed. As any
other form of nonrelativistic dark matter, the heavy neutrinos must concentrate in galaxies.
Under supposing charge symmetry, together with massive neutrinos the equal number of their
antineutrinos concentrates in galaxies. That must lead to neutrino-antineutrino annihilation
effects. In the work [7] it was shown that neutrino-antineutrino annihilation in halo of our
Galaxy could account for galactic diffuse gamma-background recently discovered by EGRET.
Such gamma-background can hardly arise from annihilation of a neutralino, the popular
candidate to WIMP, predicted in supersymmetric models, due to the Majorana nature of
a neutralino. The fluxes on the Earth of particles from heavy neutrino annihilation in the
galactic halo were calculated in [4, 5]. The positron, antiproton, gamma fluxes were shown
to be most sensitive for experimental probe of such annihilation. The study of other possible
astrophysical effects of the 4th neutrino is of evident interest.

In many works [8-10] the accumulation of WIMPs (neutralino, neutrino) in the Earth and
Sun with their successive annihilation giving the fluxes of known neutrinos were considered.
The annihilational e, \i, т neutrinos can be detected by underground neutrino telescopes.
In the present work the analogous processes for concretely the 4th neutrino with the mass
of 50 GeV are analyzed. The profound signature for such neutrino is the existence of the
annihilation channel to the monochromatic neutrino and antineutrino. Also the possibility for
heavy neutrino (together with all the other quarks and Ieptons of the 4th generation) to have
new interaction is briefly considered. The additional interaction (or even several) appears in
realistic variants of superstring theories in low-energy limit. The influence of new interaction
on the effects of heavy neutrino annihilation is estimated.

1. CAPTURE OF GALACTIC MASSIVE NEUTRINOS BY THE EARTH AND SUN

One estimates massive neutrino (further simply neutrino) number density not perturbed
by Earth's and Sun's (gravitating body) gravitational fields supposing the number density
distribution in the Galaxy in the form

where (n) « 10~11(fi/10~'4) cm" 3 is the mean number density in the Universe with Hubble

n(r _ Q\

constant h = 0.65; к = —4——; r is the distance to galactic centre; r 0 is the characteristic
(n)

distance of distribution. The ratio к of the neutrino concentration in galactic centre to the
average one in the Universe, as shown in [11] for weakly interacting matter, is connected
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with analogous ratio between baryonic (B) and dark matter (DM) densities (in the latter the
heavy neutrinos contribute with a small weight)

к = n(r = 0) = ( И 1 Q

(n) V (PS+DU) ) ~

Put ro = 1.2 kpc and for solar system take r = rs = 8.5 kpc, then for neutrino number density
not perturbed by Sun's and Earth's gravitational fields, that we will indicate by subscript «oo»,
we obtain

nT O = бз(п) ~ 2 • Ю4(п) « 2 • 1СГ7 c m " 3 .

The mean velocity of neutrinos in the Galaxy is taken equal to «oo = 300 km/s, which
corresponds to the neutrino kinetic energy T ^ = 25 keV. Near gravitating body (in potential
field) one can show for a neutrino of fixed energy that the concentration and velocity are in
the following relationship

n/v = const. (1)

Neutrino capture rate by gravitating body will be

•Ncapt = Y1 navWlnA dV. (2)
A J

Here n and яд are, respectively, the concentrations of incident neutrinos and nuclei1 with
atomic number A in Earth's or Sun's matter; a is the cross section of neutrino-nucleus
interaction; v is the neutrino velocity; toi is the probability for a neutrino to lose in one
collision sufficient energy for capturing by gravitational field; integration is over gravitating
body volume. The number density and velocity of incident neutrinos are considered to be
«perturbed» by gravitational field of the Sun or Earth (according to (1)), but the change of
these characteristics of neutrino flux owing to their interaction with the matter is not taken
into account. With the use of Eq. (1), the Eq. (2) can be transformed to the form

E " o o fJVcapt = \ -22. / av2

WlnA dV. (3)
A V°° J

The distribution density of Earth's matter will be assumed homogeneous, the other more
realistic distributions with its much more complicated form lead to small change of the result.
For this distribution the square escape (parabolic) velocity dependent on dimensionless radius
x = R/Ro, where Д о is the gravitating body radius, inside the Earth has the form

= 4 E ^ , (4)

where t;esCE = u e s CE(l) = П.2 km/s is Earth's surface parabolic velocity. Obviously, Earth's
gravitational field does not influence neutrino concentration and velocity. It is essential just

'interaction of neutrino with electrons is negligible.
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for factor w\. Also Sun's field near the Earth is not significant. In the present work we
will not take into account the possibility of existence of «slow» neutrino component revealed
in [10]. According to [10] this population of neutrinos moving along stretched orbit around
the Sun appears in the result of weak collisions of background neutrinos with nuclei of the
Sun. The role of such population in the processes of neutrino accumulation by the Earth can
be important due to large value of wi, that is accounted for much lower velocity of these
neutrinos (of the order of Earth's orbital velocity) as compared to velocity of neutrino in
the Galaxy. The role of slow component in effects of accumulation and annihilation of 4th
generation neutrino in the Earth will be considered in separate work.

Distribution of Sun's matter density with the solar radius x is supposed in accordance
with standard solar model [12] and it can be approximated by function

ps(x) = 148(1 - x2) exp ( ~ 0 ^ 7 ^ . 5 2 ) g / c m - C5)

The x dependence for square velocity v^scS(x) is well approximated by function

1 - xL868

-Ьв-Оба;1-1 + 1 ] , (6)

where v e s c s s v O scs( l) = 618 km/s. The values of parabolic and maximal total velocities
for neutrinos in Sun's centre and of kinetic energies corresponding to them are respectively
equal to vescS(0) = 1383 km/s, «s(0) = v 4 o + <Ws(0) = 1416 km/s, T o s c S ( 0 ) = 513 keV,
Ts(0) =TOO+ T e s c S ( 0 ) = 556 keV.

Now let us consider cross sections of interaction of massive neutrino with nuclei.
The wavelength of neutrino with the mass 50 GeV and the velocities 300 4-1416 km/s

are correspondingly Л = (3.9 4- 0.84) • 1 0 ~ 1 3 cm. That is comparable with nucleus sizes.
Therefore it is necessary to take into account the effects of the finite size of nuclei, i.e.,
that nuclei are not point-like. For all nuclei presented in the considerable amount inside the
Sun and Earth the lowest excited energies ( > 0.8 MeV) exceed the kinetic neutrino energy
( < 0.56 MeV). Therefore the scattering of a neutrino on a nucleus we will consider as the
elastic one on the whole nucleus. The amplitude of scattering of a neutrino (antineutrino) on
a nucleus in this case is determined by coherent isoscalar vector neutral weak coupling and
in the nonrelativistic limit is given by expression [13]

where G F is Fermi's constant; Fv = '1Z - A - AZ s in 2 0 W = -(A - 1.074Z); A, Z are the
atomic number and the charge of the nucleus; #w is the Weinberg angle; F{q2) is the form
factor, taking into account nucleus non-point-likeness. The cross section will be

where fj, = is the reduced mass of neutrino mu and nucleus т д ; (T) is a factor,
m,, + ГПА

taking into account nucleus non-point-likeness and dependent on kinetic energy (velocity) of
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a neutrino. For proton F + V и 0, and the axial coupling plays the main role in interaction
with a neutrino. The cross section of the proton-neutrino interaction in nonrelativistic limit
takes the form

о = ^ W + F*MT) = aO77(T). (7)

For a proton (as well as for a neutron) FA « 1-25.
The dependence of form factor on q2 is assumed in accordance with the model of nucleon

Fermi gas for all nuclei. That, generally speaking, is not quite correct for light nuclei. Since
the neutrino energy is not enough for the excitation of nuclei, the nucleon Fermi gas is
considered as strongly degenerated. In this case

where q is the modulus of neutrino 3-momentum transferred to nucleus. The factor rj(T) will
have the form

_ 9 - 1 + cos 2y m a x - 2yfnax + 2ymax sin 2утйх + 2у?плх

^ ~~ 4 tfi '
4 i/max (g)

Ушах — Qma.x^' —

with limits

?7 * 1 for ^ 1 а х < 1 (or v2 «; w; o i n t),

V ~ 5 - 3 — f 0r 2/max » 1 (ОГ V2 » Wpoint),
АУтах

where 3̂ = v/c is the neutrino velocity (nucleus velocity is neglected everywhere); с is the

velocity of light; vpOmt = ^ — is th e characteristic minimal velocity

cannot be considered point-like. The nucleus size is a = 1.25 fm A 1 / f 3 .
158 MeV

It is worth to note the important role of heavy nuclei in massive neutrino capture. Firstly,
the cross section rises strongly with increasing atomic number, for ТПА <С rnv, v2 <g; WpO;nt it
behaves as A4. Secondly, for nuclei with the mass close to 50 GeV for kinematics reasons the
probability of greater energy loss by neutrino in one collision increases. Correspondingly for
them the probability of neutrino capture in one collision u>i for that the neutrino has to lose
the energy T^ = 25 keV will be greater. The value wi is defined by probability distribution
in neutrino energy transferred to the nucleus. The form of such distribution depends on
nucleus non-point-likeness: it has «table-like» form for point-like nucleus and in the opposite
case, when the non-point-likeness is essential, falls down with the energy transfer. In the
general case w\ can be written as
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where t/oo =^/mvmAP<x>a, A» = t>oo/c- Function f(y) is contained in ц (see (8)) and has
the form

_ - 1 + cos 1y - 2y2 + 2y sin 1y + 2yA

2y

with the limits

2v2

f{y) « -J- for У « 1 andy ^
/(y) ~ 1 г- for у -С 1 (the small term 1/y2 is important in the case

У2

Утих » 1 and ?/oo > 1);

wi is meaningful for y^o > y m a x or

г> < -yv-infty, 7 = (11)

(t> = y/v^ + v2

sc(x)). In the case of the Earth the neutrino can be captured in collision with
nuclei with the mass close to 50 GeV (46 -=- 54 GeV) only. In this mass interval the nucleus
of iron, which is abundant in the Earth, hits successfully. The probability W\ reaches in this
case ~ 10~3. In the case of the Sun the inequality (11) holds for all nuclei except hydrogen.
The probability w\ for hydrogen (proton) is positive just in the region inside the Sun with
xe [0;0.29].

Using Eqs. (8), (9) for 77 and гиь expression (3) can be transformed to

$v2rjwlnAdV

ot . (12)
I*Atot

Here JV/itot = - — г — N A is the total number of nuclei A in gravitating body; (ад) is the

mass fraction of element A in the whole gravitating body with mass M; NA is Avogadro's

number; пд = — j - N A is the number density of nuclei A. In the limiting cases formula (12)

can be simplified.

A U t = E r^a0NA tot«<4c) - S2vl) for v2 « v2

po-mU

A

In Eq. (13) (v2

sc) means the square escape velocity averaged over the (number) density of
nuclei A in the Earth or the Sun. In the case of homogenous relative abundance of element
A over the volume of the gravitating body, i.e., when aA — const = (aA), (v2

sc) is reduced
to square escape velocity averaged over total density

Г v2 (r)nHV
i 2 \ _ J ucsc\-l)Pav

WW M

In this case for chosen density distribution of the Earth we have (^SCE) = "^cscE- F° r ̂ e

5
Sun one obtains ( ^ s c S ) ~ 3.̂
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In another limiting case Eq. (12) has the form

iVcapt = J2 ^^NA tot|^oint(l - ПУоо)) for v2 » t£oint. (14)
A Vo° Z

All notions being used in Eqs.(12)-(14) are introduced above.
The data on chemical composition of Earth's interiors, in which we are first of all interested

in the iron abundance, are virtually absent. It is just known that the iron is likely to
predominate in Earth's core and that it is contained in considerable amount in the mantle. We
put iron mass fraction in the Earth equal to (ape) = 20 % and we will consider its abundance
homogeneous inside Earth's volume. The account of the increase of iron number density
towards Earth's centre would lead to small increase of the result.

For simplicity we will assume the solar chemical composition homogeneous too and
take it from the observation of solar atmosphere. The calculation based on the standard
solar model shows, generally speaking, the increase of the helium fraction, decrease of the
hydrogen fraction and radial variability of abundance of other elements. The account of such
inhomogeneity would lead to small increase of the result mainly due to the increase of helium
fraction.

2. ACCUMULATION AND ANNIHILATION OF MASSIVE NEUTRINOS
IN THE EARTH AND SUN

Let us consider now the processes of accumulation and annihilation of neutrinos.
To calculate the rate of neutrino capture by the Earth we take into account n « n,

v « VOQ. It is convenient to use the expression (3) and to factor out the integral sign
everywhere except W\. Then this formula will be analogous to Eq. (13) with the additional
factor r) denned by (8) and we obtain

•oo>

77^0.86,

« W w l - O - l O ' S - 1 .

The estimations show that the contribution of multiple collisions to neutrino capture does
not exceed 10%. Also the account of neutrino velocity distribution is not significant. Indeed,
if the neutrinos have Maxwellian distribution with the mean velocity 300 km/s, then the result
rises in 1.3 times. If we take into account in this distribution the motion of solar system
(relative to galactic centre) with the velocity 200 km/s, then the result rises in less than 10 %.
We do not expect a large difference in correction, connected with velocity distribution of
neutrinos, for the case of the Sun.

The neutrinos, captured by Earth's field, during the time (of the order of a year) much
less than Earth's age lose in collisions with the matter their energy down to thermal energy
of nuclei and concentrate in Earth's core. We will further refer to this process as to the
thermalization and to its characteristic time as to the time of thermalization. In order to
estimate the amount of neutrino accumulated in the Earth, for simplicity we will assume that
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the concentration of thermalized neutrinos is distributed homogeneously inside the sphere of
radius Xthorin- This radius is determined as the maximal distance at which a particle can
be with total energy equal to Ttherm + U(0), where Tt],Crm and 17(0) are thermal energy of
particles (molecules) and potential energy of neutrino in Earth's centre. The temperature in
Earth's centre is not known exactly and it is supposed in the range 3000 -f- 10000 K. We will
put Tthcrm = 1 е ^ - The value of xthcnn is obtained with the account of Eq. (4) from the
equation

„-, 3ijescE _ rp (3 — Xtherm)
J- therm „ — -^escE „ >

2

TcscE = —" o

c s c E eV, and is equal to Ethci-m « 0.24. The accumulation of neutrinos inside
the Earth (growth of thermalized neutrino concentration) is stopped when the rate of their
annihilation becomes equal to capture rate Nium.cq = Ncapt (the energy realization from
annihilation in this case will be 0.84 • 101 3 erg/s that corresponds to 0.5 • 101 2 of the total
energy flux incident on the Earth from the Sun). Note that the account of real thermodynamic
distribution of thermalized neutrinos must lead to additional process of evaporation (escape
out the Earth). But as it was shown in [9] for WIMP mass greater than about 10 GeV
the annihilation rate significantly exceeds the evaporation one. So our approximation is in
principle valid. The annihilation cross section of neutrinos is determined by weak neutrino
interaction near Z-boson resonance. In nonrelativistic approximation the cross section of such
annihilation into pair of neutrino and antineutrino of certain kind is

t ml 1 1.28 • 10~34 cm2

Ста,,.,, into ve«. = 2 ^ ( 4 m 2 _ m | ) 2 -jf ~ J* •

And the total cross-section of annihilation is equal to

^ann. [ntovcvc
1-93 • 10~3 3 cm2

Br(Z -> vcvc) (3*

where gJA\f2G-pm2

z is the dimensionless constant of the weak interaction; Gp is the
Fermi constant; mz is the iv-boson mass; /3* = v*/c; v* is the velocity of neutrino V4
in the centre of mass system; Br(Z —> veve) « 6.67% is the branching ratio of the
Z-boson decay into neutrino and antineutrino pair of certain kind. The equilibrium con-
centration n o q and the corresponding total amount JVcq of thermalized neutrinos will be
(•Wann.eq = («eq/4)craimWrciVthCnn, where vvc\ = \/2v* is the mean relative velocity of

neutrinos, Vthc-m — ^7r(i?Ea;thorm)3 « 1.5 • 102° cm3)

ncq и 0.58 • 106 cm"3

NCq = ncqythoim ~ 0-88 • 103 1 (corresponds to mass of 780 tons).

The time necessary to establish such equilibrium is equal to
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The obtained time is comparable with Earth's age (it is only 2 times smaller), therefore
the current (accumulated for Earth's lifetime) amount of neutrinos N can differ from JVcq.
Extracting N from equation N = iVcapt — Nann we obtain

N = Neq tanh
'eq

- 0.964Neq,

where £E is modern Earth's age. Correspondingly Nann will be

Nmn = 0.9642iVcapt = 0.93iVcapt.

In our approximation we can assume TV и iVeq, iVann ss iV"capt.
20 % of neutrinos г>4 annihilated via intermediate Z boson produce monochromatic neu-

trinos of known types (vevc, vMvfl vTvT) with the energy of 50 GeV. Their flux on Earth'
surface will be

The partial flux for each neutrino type («neutrino + antineutrino») is 3 times smaller.
For the Sun the neutrino capture rates on concrete nuclei iVcapt. o n д are given in Table 1

(the elements are arranged in the order of their concentration decrease in the Sun, the data
about chemical composition were taken from [14]).

Table 1.

Element

i H

2 He

8o
6c

ioNe

7 N
12Mg
14S1

Nc*pt.onA, 1 0 2 0 Б " 1

0.94
4.60
5.89
1.62
1.94
0.53
0.97
1.27

Element

26 Fe

icS

ieAr

13AI

2oCa

uNa
2eNi

24СГ

Nca.pt.onA, 1 0 2 0 S- 1

3.43
0.75
0.29
0.11
0.15
0.05
0.18
0.05

Element

uSi
24 СГ

17CI

I B P

25МП*

1 8 K

22Ti

27CO

JVcapt.o,^, l O ^ S " 1

1.27
0.05
0.02
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.01

"The lowest excited level of nucleus 25M1155 is 126 keV. By interacting with neutrino with the energy (inside
the Sun) of 131 -r 556 keV the inelastic scattering is possible. Here we did not taken it into account. While
calculating interaction cross-section the formula (7) was used.

The total rate of neutrino V4 capture by the Sun is

N,capt 2.2-102 1 s" 1 .

n, Л23 c - lThe total neutrino v4 flux through the full solar surface is nasv = v TTRS sa 4.8-10 s

Here n and v are number density and velocity of neutrinos on the (level of) solar surface
(v = 637 km/s), as = 7ri?| is Sun's cross section. One can see that the incident neutrino flux
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is much greater than iVcapt- Therefore the approach, in which the change of incident neutrino
concentration induced by interaction with a matter is neglected, is valid. Also it should be
noted that the relation between JVcapt and incident flux together with the applicability of our
approach does not depend on Поо-

The thermalization time of neutrinos captured by the Sun is much smaller than Sun's age.
It is of the order of a year as well as for the Earth. Neutrino kinetic energy in solar centre
will be TtiiCnn = 1.9 keV, potential energy is obtained from expression (6) by multiplying it
by the factor - / ^ / 2 . Then xt\Krm « 0.017, Vtherm « 0.69 • 102 8 cm3, n e q » 1.3 • 108 cm" 3 ,
Ncq и 0.87 • 103G (that corresponds to mass 0-78 • 101 4 g), teq « 1.2 • 107 y, that means
N = Ncq, Nann = NCiipt. The energy realization from Vi annihilation is 1.8 • 102 0 erg/s =
4.7 • 1 0 w L s , where Ls = 3.8 • 103 3 erg/s is the luminosity of the Sun.

The 50 GeV annihilational neutrinos of known types will be partially captured inside the
Sun. The cross section of neutrino and antineutrino (with the energy of 50 GeV) interaction
with nucleon differ from each other and are [15] 5.1 • 10 3 7 cm2 and 2.6 • 103 ' cm2, respec-
tively. Note the difference of cross sections for different kinds of annihilational neutrinos is
negligible. The fractions of neutrinos and antineutrinos escaping from the Sun will be respec-
tively 0.63 and 0.79. The fluxes on the Earth of monochromatic neutrinos, antineutrinos and
summary («neutrinos + antineutrinos») from од-annihilation in the Sun will be

Iv = 0.50-107 c m ^ - s " 1 ,

h = 0 . 6 3 - 1 0 7 c m " 2 - s T 1 ,

For each neutrino kind these fluxes are correspondingly 3 times smaller.
The most uncertain parameter in our model is the neutrino number density rioo, which is

proportional to ^Q.. The values Ncilpt, I and equilibrium time tcq depend on the number
density n<x>- The results are generalized for the case of arbitrary £ъ£1 by the following way

I « 1.1 • lO"7 ( ^ ) tanh2 (J g s " ) cm"2 • s - 1 - for the Sun.
V 2 / \ v 1.2-10 »y

For the Earth, generalizing also the results for the case of arbitrary mass fraction of iron, we
have

Here £s^ = 2 corresponds to the magnitude used in this work (£sfi = 2 • 104 • 10~4 = 2,
Поо = 2 • 10~7 cm" 3 ), tanhx « 1 for x > 1. -

The solid angle of the annihilational neutrino flux from Earth's core is about lsr, the one
for the Sun will be determined by angle resolution of detector. The fluxes of atmospheric
neutrinos depend on direction especially for high energy electronic neutrinos [16]: for hor-
izontal direction the fluxes are greater than for vertical one. The comparison of fluxes of
monochromatic annihilational neutrinos with the atmospheric ones in vertical direction for
different energies is presented in Table 2. In the first column the ratios of considered fluxes
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Table 2.

50 GeV > 50 GeV > 1 GeV

3
50

0.14
2.4

0.6 • 10-
2-10"'

are given for 50 GeV with 1 GeV (conventional) resolution, in other columns the integral
atmospheric neutrino fluxes were taken.

Note that the analogous ratios for the averaged over angles atmosphreric fluxes are a
few times smaller. It should be reminded that these relations were obtained for £gf2 = 2,
CKFe = 20 %.

It is important to note that the monochromatic е-, ц-, r-neutrino (in equal amounts)
fluxes are characteristic signature of the V4 annihilation as compared to analogous case of
accumulation and annihilation in Sun's and Earth's cores of another popular candidate to
WIMP — neutralino. Neutralino due to its Majorana nature cannot annihilate directly into
neutrinos. Neutrinos are produced from decays of neutralino annihilation products and as a
result of interaction of these products with the environment. Because of that their spectrum
becomes more soft. Much more muonic, and very few taonic neutrinos are produced. The
same soft part of e-, pi-, т-neutrino spectrum is present in the v\ annihilation case, too.

3. THE EFFECTS OF NEW LONG-RANGE INTERACTION
IN THE 4th NEUTRINO ANNIHILATION

The existence of the 4th generation of quarks and leptons, to which the 4th neutrino
belongs, can be theoretically grounded in the framework of superstring theory. In its realistic
variants in the low-energy limit the additional to standard model [/(l)-gauge symmetry (or
even several) appears [17], which can be ascribed to the 4th fermion generation only and
does not involve quarks and leptons of the other 3 known generations. The new U(l)-
gauge interaction can be similar to the electromagnetic one (e/m). For definiteness let us
denote its «fine structure» constant as ay, and its gauge massless boson call у photon. The
influence of new interaction on the effects of the 4th generation neutrino will be considered
in separate work. Here we will briefly consider how new interaction influences the effects of
accumulation and annihilation in the Earth and Sun. New interaction leads to new annihilation
channel 11464 —•> yy. The cross section of this process is analogous to cross section of 2-
photon annihilation of electrons and in the nonrelativistic limit av -C P* <C 1 is given by
[18]

2

<r,,_.nn =
7га 1.30-Ю-35 cm2 fav\

2

where a =
1

137
is the e/m constant. This cross section is by more than two orders of

magnitude smaller than via Z boson one (15) with ay = a. Therefore when ay ~ a the
dominant neutrino annihilation channel will still proceed via Z boson. The new interaction
constant can be larger (ay > a), but for all reasonable values of ay, following from GUT
models, even in this case Z-boson mediated process dominates.
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Another manifestation of new interaction plays more important role. The existence of
analogous to Coulomb long range interaction between neutrinos for their velocities ft* < 2тгау

leads to the increase of the interaction cross section («Sakharov enhancement»), including
annihilation via Z boson, being expressed by «Coulomb factor» [19]

1 — ехр (—2тгау/Р*)

For ay = a and velocity of neutrinos in the Galaxy 300 km/s, velocities (maximal) of the
thermalized neutrinos corresponding to T^o,-,,, in the Earth and Sun this factor is equal to,
respectively, 46, 7300, 166, that correspondingly increases the annihilation cross sections.
In the picture considered above the values n e q , Noq, tQq decrease inversely proportional
to the square root of Coulomb factor, that is 85 times for the Earth and 13 times for the
Sun. The fluxes of e, /i, tau neutrinos from annihilation V4 correspond to equilibrium case
•Naim. cq = -^capt a n d do not change, and since as earlier tcq 3> ttiicrm the neutrinos V4 have
time to concentrate in the core before they annihilate. So, owing to kinetic equilibrium the
existence of new interaction does not influence the estimated neutrino fluxes from annihilation.

CONCLUSION

This work continues the studies of effects of the existence of the 4th generation neutrino
[3 -f- 7]. A number of effects of new neutrinos allows one to separate their signatures on
the background of other candidates to WIMP and can serve as an instrument to discriminate
the components of multicomponent galactic dark matter. For example, the annihilation v.\ in
halo leads to appearance in cosmic positron spectrum of characteristic feature near energy
my [4, 5], For annihilation V4 in the Earth and Sun the signature is the prediction of fluxes
of monochromatic (with the energy = mv) neutrinos of known kinds including r neutrinos.
It is more difficult to distinguish V4 from other WIMPs with the use of soft continuous part
of spectrum of annihilational neutrinos connected with the other channels of annihilation
V4. Moreover this soft part of spectrum has comparably low spectral density because of
comparably small density of relic V4. For the search of the 4th neutrinos effects from Sun,
could be of interest the difference of about 25 % in fluxes of monochromatic neutrinos and
antineutrinos, appearing due to more strong neutrino capture by solar matter in comparison
with antineutrino one. Also it can be noted that the flux from V4 annihilation in halo of the
Galaxy depends stronger on their number density in the Galaxy n, as n 2 , than that from Earth's
or Sun's cores, which is proportional to n (provided that the equilibrium is established). So
the uncertainty in obtained fluxes connected with sufficiently large uncertainty of neutrino
number density in the Galaxy is less significant in the latter case.

The work was carried out in the framework of the project «Cosmoparticle Physics» SSTP
«Astronomy. Fundamental Space Searches» with partial support of collaboration Cosmion-
ETHZ and EPCOS-AMS, as well as of RFBR grant 00-15-96699.
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SOLAR NEUTRINO RESULTS
FROM SAGE

V.N.Gavrin
For the SAGE collaboration

The results of ten years of solar neutrino observation by the Russian-American gallium solar neutrino
experiment (SAGE) are reported. The overall result of 70 runs during the measurement period from
January 1990 to October 1999 is 75.4i^g (stat.) t i l ( s v s t-) SNU. This represents only slightly more
than half of the predicted standard solar model rate of 129 SNU. The individual results on each run,
and the results of combined analysis of all runs during each year, as well as the results of combined
analysis of all runs during monthly and bimonthly periods are presented.

Приводятся результаты десятилетнего детектирования солнечных нейтрино в российско-
американском галлиевом эксперименте SAGE. Общий результат по 70 сеансам наблюдения за
период с января 1990 года по октябрь 1999 года составляет 75,4^ц'§ (стат.) *$'$ (сист.) SNU. Это
немного больше половины величины скорости, предсказанной стандартной солнечной моделью.
Представлены результаты по каждому сеансу наблюдения, результаты анализа по всем сеансам
в течение каждого года, а также результатов комбинированных анализов всех сеансов в течение
месячных и двухмесячных периодов наблюдения.

INTRODUCTION

The last several years have been an outstanding time for solar neutrino research. Two

high-rate real-time experiments — Super-Kamiokande [1] and SNO [2] — began to present

their data.

In spite of this great progress, the region of the solar neutrino spectrum [3] below ~ 2 MeV

that contains the pp and CNO continua, as well as the 7Be and pep lines, remains inaccessible

to these new generation detectors. Presently, radiochemical gallium experiments are the only

technique able to measure and monitor the low-energy part of the solar neutrino spectrum,

since they are mainly sensitive to its principal component — the flux of pp neutrinos. It is

very important that both SAGE [4,5] and GALLEX's successor GNO [6,7] continue their

measurements to increase the accuracy of their results.

The Gallium Germanium Neutrino Telescope (GGNT) used in SAGE is situated in an un-

derground laboratory at the Baksan neutrino observatory in the Northern Caucasus mountains

in southern Russia. The SAGE laboratory, with an overhead shielding of 4700 meters of

water equivalent, is the second deepest laboratory in the world. This great depth makes the

background from cosmic rays in SAGE measurements practically negligible.

'The full author list of ihc collaboration is given at the end of the paper.
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SAGE has been measuring the capture rate of solar neutrinos with ~ 50 tons of metallic
gallium in the liquid state via the reaction 7 1Ga(z/ e,e~) 7 1Ge [8] since 1990. The metallic
gallium target has the advantage that its sensitivity to background from internal and external
radioactivity is much less than in any other form. The 7 1 Ge atoms are chemically extracted
from the target at the end of each exposure period with typical duration of 1-1.5 months and
their decay is observed in low background proportional counters typically for 5-6 months of
counting. The experimental layout and all the experimental procedures, including extraction
of germanium from gallium, counting of 7 1 Ge, and data analysis, are described in detail
in the recent article by the SAGE collaboration in Physical Review С «Measurement of
the Solar Neutrino Capture Rate with Gallium Metal» [5]. After publication of this article,
which reported measurements from January 1990 through December 1997, it was found that
a modification to the data acquisition program, necessitated by replacement of some obsolete
electronics in the counting system, distorted the results of individual runs from June 1996
through December 1997, and slightly influenced the overall result. In present report we
recalculate the results during this interval and give the results for the full period of SAGE
measurements. We report also the results of the combined analysis of all runs in yearly,
monthly and bimonthly periods with corrected data. A single run result has little significance
because of its large uncertainty; nonetheless, we give here a corrected table of results for
individual runs so others may use them for their own analysis. We refer the reader to [5] for
a full description of experimental techniques and methods of analysis.

1. SOLAR DATA

The SAGE data span a ten-year period during which many improvements to the experiment
were made. As a result, the data naturally are divided into three periods: SAGE I, SAGE II,
and SAGE III, differentiated by experimental conditions. The time period, the number of
runs, and the combined results for each SAGE exposure period are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Results of combined analysis of various segments of SAGE data. The uncertainty in the
probability is 4 %

Data
segment

SAGE I

SAGE II

SAGE III
SAGE

Exposure period

Jan. 1990-May 1992

Sep. 1992-Dec. 1994

Mar. 1994-Oct. 1999
Jan. 1990-Oct. 1999

Number
of runs

16

21

33
70

Best fit,
SNU

81

79

72
75

68 % conf.
level, SNU

63-101

66-92

63-81
69-82

Nw2

0.097

0.105

0.042
0.051

Prob.,
%

24

32

89
75

The capture rate for each extraction of all runs of SAGE is plotted in Fig. 1 and is given in
Table 2. These results are derived from the К peak plus L peak wherever possible, otherwise
from the К peak alone.
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Fig. 1. Capture rate for each extraction as a function of time. All uncertainties are statistical. The

symbols 1, 2, 3 and 4 indicate the combined result for SAGE I, II, III and the overall SAGE result,

respectively. The symbols К and L indicate the combined result for the К and L peaks, respectively

Table 2: Results of analysis of /if-peak events and of combined analysis of
jRT-peak and L-peak events for all runs that could be analyzed in both peaks

Exposure

date

Ga mass,

tons

Peak Number of counts

Total 71 Ge

Best fit,

SNU

68 % conf.

level, SNU

0-64
18-159
0-224
0-112
0-213
0-119
0-115

243-577
20-126
0-102

99-217
0-^3
0-192

155-342
13-111
0-74

Nw2

0.367
0.164
0.053
0.104
0.142
0.211
0.159
0.036
0.041
0.095
0.063
0.057
0.085
0.043
0.143
0.134

Good fit

probability, '

Jan. 90
Feb. 90
Mar. 90
Apr. 90
July 90
June 91
July 91
Aug. 91
Sep. 91
Nov. 91
Dec. 91
Feb. 92-1
Feb. 92-2
Mar. 92
Apr. 92
May 92

28.7
28.6
28.5
28.4
21.0
27.4
27.4
49.3
56.6
56.3
56.2
43.0
13.0
56.0
55.8
55.7

К
К
К
К
К
К
К
К
К
К
К
К
К
К
К
К

2
9
9
15
10
1

16
8
14
10
14
1

21
15
4

0.0
2.0
2.8
0.0
0.0
0.4
1.0
9.8
3.5
2.4
10.0
0.0
1.0

10.1
2.3
0.0

0.0
95.2
107.1
0.0
0.0
12.7
55.2

412.1
73.1
48.4
179.6
0.0

101.0
245.2
55.5
0.0

4
26
66
40
28
14
26
83
79
30
77
74
88
72
18
30
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Table 2: (continuation)

Exposure

date

Sep. 92
Oct. 92
Nov. 92
Dec. 92
Jan. 93
Feb. 93
Apr. 93
May 93
June 93
July 93
Aug. 93-1
Aug. 93-2
Oct. 93-1
Oct. 93-2
Oct. 93-3
July 94
Aug. 94
Sep. 94-1
Oct. 94
Nov. 94
Dec. 94
Mar. 95
July 95
Aug. 95
Sep. 95
Oct. 95
Nov. 95
Dec. 95-2
Jan. 96
May 96
Aug. 96
Oct. 96
Nov. 96
Jan. 97
Mar. 97
Apr. 97
June 97
July 97
Sep. 97
Oct. 97
Dec. 97
Apr. 98
May 98
July 98
Aug. 98

Ga mass,

tons

Peak Number of counts

Total

Best fit,

SNU

68 % conf.

level, SNU

Nw2
Good fit

probability,

55.6
55.5
55.4
55.3
55.1
55.0
48.2
48.2
54.7
40.4
40.4
14.1
14.1
14.1
14.0
50.6
50.6
37.2
50.5
50.4
13.1
24.0
50.1
50.0
50.0
49.8
49.8
41.5
49.6
49.5
49.3
49.2
49.1
49.0
48.9
48.8
48.8
48.7
48.6
48.5
48.3
48.1
51.2
51.1
50.9

K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
К
К
К

K + L
К
К
К
К

K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
К

K + L
К
К

K + L
K + L
К + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L

13
21
28
28
17
3
7
8

18
28
4
1
0
4
7
22
27
30
44
23

9
23
33
24
33
25
32
40
35
16
21
21
28
24
23
22
27
22
15
26
24
39
23
22
33

6.0
3.3
4.3
16.8
10.0
0.0
2.9
1.4
3.3
7.6
2.5
1.0
0.0
3.0
4.0
3.4
3.9
6.5
4.8
8.0
0.0
3.7
5.0
7.4
1.2
6.9
10.2
0.5
3.5
3.7
4.2
5.4
1.9
2.6
6.2
2.7
10.4
0.0
4.6
3.4
6.2

5.4
3.4
4.8
3.6

79.1
32.1
55.9
168.4
124.2
0.0
71.0
63.8
41.5
224.5
66.5
120.0

0.0
141.5
184.9
47.0
45.7
112.3
135.9
116.2

0.0
146.9
73.6
105.5
28.0
174.3
126.9
12.5
45.0
55.6
65.2
76.7
27.0
34.8
73.6
35.1
143.9

0.0
72.0
47.7
105.0
74.6
44.3
61.2
46.1

44-123
4-67

10-111
115-229
81-177
0-48

25-124
5-153
4-92

114-348
20-116
0 227
0-158
60-245
80-303

9-94
15-85
50-188
27-257
66-176

0-236
47-266
19-138
60-161
0-142
84-284
78-185
0-95
0-101
0-124
17-125
37-125
0-75
1-78

35-122
3-75
94-204
0-32
35-120

12-94
53-169
26-134

10-88
24-108

5-97

0.097
0.105
0.047
0.057
0.089
0.116
0.041
0.073
0.557
0.040
0.048
0.093

NA
0.049
0.052
0.027
0.075
0.082
0.075
0.015
0.184
0.042
0.063
0.061
0.058
0.022
0.032
0.068
0.047
0.031
0.096
0.046
0.103
0.190
0.097
0.037
0.078
0.333
0.033
0.083
0.031
0.052
0.051
0.065
0.039

25
26
70
53
32
41
82
51
0

78
79
7

NA
83
77
5
52
39
45
100
19
77
55
56
73
98
88
62
76
95
31
74
37
13
25
86
34
7

89
49
89
72
68
52
84
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Table 2: (continuation)

Exposure

date

Oct. 98
Nov. 98
Jan. 99
Feb. 99
Apr. 99
June 99
July 99
Sep. 99
Oct. 99

Ga mass,

tons

50.8
50.7
50.5
50.4
50.3
50.2
50.1
49.9
49.8

Combined (114 data

Peak

K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L
K + L

sets)

Number of counts

Total

40
32
21
21
11
15
17
22
16

1325

71 Ge

3.8
5.9
4.5
3.4
1.5
13.8
5.5
10.0
10.0

288.6

Best fit,

SNU

45.3
67.3
56.2
51.3
32.4
184.4
102.9
130.0
138.3

75.4

68 % conf.

level, SNU

4-95
28-116
15-107
9-104
0-78

132-247
49-172
73-196
80-206

69-82

Nw2

0.028
0.101
0.036
0.113
0.076
0.058
0.118
0.127
0.066

0.051

Good fit

probability, %

95
30
84
22
54
73
20
16
48

75

2. SYSTEMATIC EFFECTS

During the last two years, a detailed study of all known systematic effects that may
affect the solar neutrino production rate has significantly decreased the systematic error. In
particular, significant success was achieved in the investigation of the contribution of internal
radon, that was a substantial part of the total uncertainty (for details see Ref. 5).

The systematic effects fall into three main categories and are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. A summary of systematic effects and their uncertainties in SNU

Extraction efficiency
Ge carrier mass
Extracted Ge mass
Residual carrier Ge
Ga mass

Counting efficiency
Counter effect
Gain shifts
Resolution
Rise time limits
Lead and exposure times

Backgrounds
Neutrons, U, Th, muons
Other Ge isotopes
External radon
Internal radon

Total

±1.4
±1.7
±0.5
±1.4

±1.9
- 2 . 1
+0.5
-0.3
±0.7
±0.7

-1.0
-0.6
0.0
-0.2

-i-3.5
-3 .0
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3. RESULTS

The global best fit capture rate for the 70 SAGE runs (114 data sets: 70 from the К
peak and 44 from the L peak) is 75.4+g'g SNU, where the uncertainty is statistical only. In
the windows that define the L and К peaks, there are 1325 counts with 288.6 assigned to
7 1 Ge (the total counting lifetime is 22.31 y). The total systematic uncertainty is determined by
adding in quadrature all the contributions given in Table 3 and is l | o SNU. Our overall result
is thus 75.4lg'g (stat.) J ^ Q (syst.). If we combine the statistical and systematic uncertainties
in quadrature, the result is 7 5 . 4 + ^ SNU.

The validity of this result was con-
firmed by a rigorous check of the о.зо
integrity of the experiment using a
19.1 PBq (517 kCi) 5 1 Cr neutrino
source. The final result of the source
experiment, expressed as the ratio of the
measured 7 1 Ge production rate to that
expected due to the source strength, is
0.95 ± 0.12 [9], which provides consid-
erable evidence for the reliability of the
solar neutrino measurement.

0.25-

0.20-

0.15-

0.10-

з 0.05-
2
с 0.00

0.3

SAGE I + II + HI
.KTpeak

g
0.2-

0.1-

SAGE II+III
ipeak

20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Time after extraction, d

4. TESTS
OF ANALYSIS HYPOTHESES

A major analysis hypothesis is that
the time sequence of observed events
for each run consists of the superposi-
tion of events from the decay of a fixed
number of 7 1 Ge atoms plus background
events which occur at a constant rate.
The quantity Nw2 and the goodness of
fit probability inferred from it provide
a quantitative measure of how well the
data fit this hypothesis [10]. These num-
bers are evaluated for each single run as
well as for each data set and are given
in Tables 1, 2, and 3. There are some
runs with rather low probability but no
more than these expected due to normal
statistical variation.

This method can also be used to de-
termine the goodness of fit of the time sequence for any combination of runs. These numbers
are given in Tables 1 and 2. For the combined time sequence of all L plus К events from
all runs, this test yields Nw2 = 0.051, with a goodness of fit probability of (75 ± 4) %.

Fig. 2. Count rate for all runs in L and К peaks. The
solid line is a fit to the data points with the 11.4-day half-
life of 7 1 Ge plus a constant background. The vertical
error bar on each point is proportional to the square root
of the number of counts. The horizontal error bar is ± 5
days
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A visual indication of the quality of this fit is provided in Fig. 2, which shows the count
rate for all events in the L and К peaks vs. time after extraction. As is apparent, the observed
rate fits the hypothesis quite well.

Another analysis hypothesis is that
the rate of ' x Ge production is constant
in time. It is apparent from Fig. 1 that
there is no substantial long-term devia-
tion from constancy. One way to con-
sider this question quantitatively is to
use the cumulative distribution function
of the production rate C(p), defined as
the fraction of data sets whose produc-
tion rate is less than p. Figure 3 shows
this distribution for all data sets and the
expected distribution from simulation,
assuming a constant production rate of
75 SNU. The two curves are parallel
to each other closely and can be com-
pared by calculating the Nw2 test sta-
tistic [10]. This gives Nw2 = 0.301,
whose probability is 14%.

0 100 200
Capture rate, SNU

Fig. 3. Measured capture rate for all SAGE data sets

(jagged curve) and the expected distribution derived

by 1000 Monte-Carlo simulations of each set (smooth

curve). The capture rate in the simulations was assumed

to be 75.4 SNU

5. TEMPORAL COMBINATIONS OF DATA

Although the statistical tests are consistent with a constant production rate, they cannot
exclude the possibility of a cyclic time variation whose magnitude is comparable with the
statistical uncertainty. We thus give in Table 4 the capture rate results for several of the
possible temporal combinations of SAGE data. The variation due to the change in the
Earth-Sun distance has been removed from our reported capture rate.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Ten years of measurements of the solar neutrino flux give the capture rate result 75.4^gg
SNU, where the uncertainty is statistical. Analysis of all known systematic effect indicates
that the total systematic uncertainty is t.f'o SNU, considerably smaller than the statistical
uncertainty. The SAGE result of 75.4 SNU corresponds to 58% [11] or 59% [3] of SSM
predictions. Given the extensive systematic checks and auxiliary measurements that have been
performed, especially the 5 1 Cr neutrino source experiment [9], this low value of the solar
neutrino flux compared to SSM predictions is a very strong evidence that the solar neutrino
spectrum below 2 MeV is significantly depleted, as was previously shown for the 8B flux by
the chlorine [12] and Kamiokande experiments [1].

There are now very strong indications that the solar neutrino deficit has a particle physics
explanation [13] and is a consequence of neutrino mass. Possible credible explanations for the
solar neutrino deficit involve either matter-enhanced Mikheev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein neutrino
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Table 4. Capture rate results for yearly, monthly and bimonthly combinations of SAGE data. Runs
are assigned to each time period by their mean exposure time

Exposure
period

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June
July
Aug.
Sep.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

Number of
data series

5
6
13
15
10
13
10
16
12
14
9
8
5
7
8
7
11
11
16
13
11
8

Best fit,
SNU

43
112
76
84
73
101
56
62
56
101
56
47
140
44
74
92
57
77
77
86
78
134

68%
range, SNU

2-78
82-145
59-95
65-105
51-98

77-128
34-79
8-78

39-75
79-124
33-82
27-69

100-186
25-65

51-101
60-126
37-80
57-99
60-95
62-112
58-99

104-164

Exposure
period

Jan. + Feb.
Mar. + Apr.
May + June
July + Aug.
Sep. + Oct.

Nov. + Dec.
Feb. + Mar.
Apr. + May
June + July
Aug. + Sep.
Oct. + Nov.
Dec. + Jan.
Feb. + Nov.
Mar. + Oct.
Apr. + Sep.
May + Aug.

Number of
data series

17
12
15
22
29
19
13
15
18
27
24
17
19
18
23
19

Best fit,
SNU

51
71
81
68
80
99
73
58
69
77
81
92
64
102
65
76

68 % conf.
level, SNU

36-67
51-92

62-102
53-84
66-95
82-117
54-93
42-75
51-88
64-91
66-98

75-111
49-79
81-124
51-79
60-93

oscillations, in which the solar ve oscillates into other flavor neutrinos or sterile neutrinos
[14], or vacuum oscillations [14—16].

To fully unreveal the solar neutrino story, however, will require more experiments, espe-
cially those with sensitivity to low-energy neutrinos or to neutrino flavor (like SNO). SAGE
continues to perform regular solar neutrino extractions every four weeks with approximately
50 tons of gallium and will continue to reduce its statistical and systematic uncertainties, thus
further limiting possible solutions to the solar neutrino problem.
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PRESENT AND FUTURE OSCILLATION EXPERIMENTS
AT REACTORS

LA.Mikaelyan
Russian Scientific Centre «Kurchatov Institute», Moscow

A report is presented on recent progress and developments (since the NANP'99 Conference) in
the current and future long baseline (~ 1 km) and very long baseline (~ 100—800 km) oscillation
experiments at reactors. These experiments, under certain assumptions, can fully reconstruct the internal
mass structure of the electron neutrino and provide a laboratory test of solar and atmospheric neutrino
problems.

Доклад посвящен прогрессу (после конференции NANP'99) в исследованиях по поиску осцил-
ляции нейтрино на дальних (~ 1 км) и сверхдальних (~ 100—800 км) расстояниях от реакторов.
Эти исследования позволяют при некоторых допущениях полностью реконструировать массовую
структуру электронного нейтрино и обеспечивают лабораторную проверку проблем, связанных с
солнечными и атмосферными нейтрино.

INTRODUCTION

In this report we discuss the following experiments and projects:

• The first long baseline experiment at CHOOZ (France, Italy, Russia, the USA) [1]
completed soon after NANP'99 (final results).

• The long baseline Palo Verde experiment in Arizona [2] (current results). The experi-
ment was scheduled to be finished in 2000.

• The long baseline two detector project Kr2Det for the Krasnoyarsk underground (600
mwe) site aimed to search for very small mixing angles [3]. The project is in a R&D
stage.

• The very long baseline experiment KamLAND at Kamioka (Japan, the USA) [4]. The
data taking can start in 2001.

At this Conference the very long baseline experiment BOREXINO at Gran Sasso, has been
reported in detail by T. Hagner, the possibilities of testing the LSND oscillations in a reactor
experiment were considered by V. Sinev, and new information on the reactor antineutrino
energy spectra important for data analysis were presented by V. Kopeikin.

We consider the oscillation experiments at reactors as an effective tool to investigate the
internal mass-structure of the electron neutrino. To this end we use the analysis developed
in [5].

All oscillation experiments considered here are based on the reaction of the inverse beta
decay

>n + e+ (1)
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with a threshold of 1.80 MeV, and use (e + ,n) delay coincidence technique. The energy of
the ejected positron is

T = E- 1.80 MeV (1')

(E is the energy of the incoming antineutrino). In most cases the annihilation quanta are
absorbed in the fiducial volume and the visible energy of positron is ~1 MeV higher than the
one given above. The first two experiments make use of Gd loaded liquid scintillator as a i7c

target, for Kr2Det and very long baseline experiments Gd is not planned.

1. MOTIVATIONS

1.1. First consider the oscillation process in the two-neutrino model. The survival
probability P(ve —> z/c) that the electron antineutrino will retain its initial flavor at a distance
of L meters from the source is given by the expression:

P(ya -> * e ) = 1 - sin2 20sin2

where sin2 26 is the mixing parameter; Am 2(eV 2) = ra2 — m\ is the mass parameter and
rrii^ are the neutrino eigenmasses.

A specific deformation of the measured positron (antineutrino) energy spectrum and a
deficit of the total antineutrino detection rate relative to the no-oscillation case are the oscil-
lation signatures, which are searched for in the experiment. Calculation shows that for soft
reactor neutrinos the distortion of the energy spectrum is most pronounced and the deficit of
the neutrino detection rate is maximal for

Am2!/ и 5 (eV2m) (sensitivity condition). (3)

1.2. There is no theory which can predict today neutrino mass and mixing parameters.
Positive information on this subject comes from the studies of the atmospheric and solar
neutrinos. The Super-Kamiokande observations of atmospheric neutrinos provide a strong
evidence for neutrino oscillations. Recent data reported at NEUTRINO'2000, if interpreted
as vfl <-> uT transitions, are best fit by the oscillation parameters [6]:

Д т а т , ~ 3 • 1 0 ~ 3 e V 2 ( m o s t probable value), sin2 20 a t m > 0.88. (4)

It should be emphasized however that the analysis of the atmospheric neutrinos leaves quite
a large room for the vfl <-» vc channel as a subdominant one.

The energy dependent deficit of the solar neutrinos relative to the Standard Solar Model
prediction is another strong argument in favor of the oscillation hypothesis. By assigning
particular values to the parameters Am 2 and sin2 20 and by inclusion of the MSW mechanism
all observations can be accounted for [7]. The most recent data from Super-Kamiokande as
analyzed in [8] give however a strong preference to only one of the solutions labeled as Large
Mixing Angle (LMA) MSW solution:

Am2

o I и 3 -10" 5 eV2, sin2 2<9sol и 0.7. (5)
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Other possibilities, the SMA MSW and vacuum oscillation solutions, are now strongly disfa-
vored.

Equations (3)-(5) show that the long baseline (LBL) and very long baseline (VLBL)
reactor experiments explore the electron neutrino mixing in the atmospheric and solar neutrino
mass parameter regions, respectively.

1.3. Consider the three active neutrino oscillations. In this case the mixing parameters
sin2 29 are expressed through the elements of the neutrino mixing matrix Uei, which represent
the contributions of the mass states (^ are the mass eigenstates) to the electron neutrino flavor
state ve:

With U^ + U*2 + U& = 1;

!7e

23(l-i7e

23), (6)

We conclude that the LBL and VLBL experiments at reactors can provide full information
on the electron neutrino mass structure, at least in the 3-neutrino mixing model. It is interesting
to mention that sensitive measurements of [7ез can help to choose between possible oscillation
solutions of the solar neutrino problem independent of the VLBL experiments [9].

^V^v^

JLow activity gravel shielding} < r

2. THE CHOOZ EXPERIMENT

The CHOOZ detector was built in an un-
derground gallery (300 mwe) at distances of
about 1000 m and 1110 m from two RWR
reactors of total nominal power 8.5 GW (th).
The detector shown in Fig. 1 has three con-
centric zones. The central zone with 5 tons
of hydrogen-rich Gd-loaded liquid scintillator
served as a target for antineutrinos. The tar-
get is immersed in a 70 cm thick intermediate
zone filled with a Gd-free scintillator (17 tons)
and surrounded by a veto outer region with
90 tons of ordinary scintillator. The inner two
zones are viewed by 192 eight-inch PMT's.

The data was obtained at different power
levels of the CHOOZ NPP newly built reactors
as they were gradually brought into operation.
This schedule was very useful for determining
the reactor OFF background. A summary of
data taking periods from April 1997 till July
1998 is shown in Table 1.

The selection of neutrino events is based on the following conditions: (i) energy cuts on
the positron candidate (1.3-8 MeV) and on the neutron candidate (6-12 MeV), (ii) a time
window on the delay between e+ and neutron (2-100 ms), (iii) spatial cuts on the positron
and neutron positions (the distance from the PMT surface > 0.3 m and the distance between

f
6m

Fig. 1. The CHOOZ detector
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Table 1. CHOOZ data acquisition periods

Reactor
Reactor
Reactor
Reactor

1
2
1
1

ON
ON
and
and

2
2

ON
OFF

Time, d

85.7
49.5
64.3
142.5

W, GW

4.03
3.48
5.72
—

positron and neutron events < 1.0 m). Under these conditions the antineutrino detection
efficiency was found to be e = (69.8 ± 1.1)%.

Total about 2500 z7e were detected during the data acquisition periods. The measured
neutrino detection rate is 2.58 per day per GW of reactor power and the typical ratio of
the neutrino to background detection rates is 10:1. The ratio i?meas/Caic of the measured to
expected for no-oscillation case neutrino detection rates is found to be:

-R m o a s / c a i c = 1-01 ± 2.8 % (stat.) ± 2.7 % (syst.). (7)

Ratio (7) was computed with the use of the reaction (1) cross section accurately measured by
the Kurchatov-IN2P3 group at a distance of 15 m from the Bugey-5 reactor [10]. Uncertainties
which build up the total systematic error given in (7) are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Components of the CHOOZ 68 % CL systematic uncertainties

Parameter

Reaction cross section
Number of protons
Detection efficiency
Reactor power
Energy absorbed per fission

Combined

Relative error, %

1.9
0.8
1.4
0.7
0.6

2.7

The positron and background spectra measured during reactor ON and OFF periods are
shown in Fig. 2, a, the ratio of the measured to the expected spectrum can be seen in Fig. 2, b.
Clearly, neither the i7e detection rate, nor positron spectrum shows any signs of neutrino
oscillation.

The CHOOZ oscillation constraints are derived by comparing all the available experimental
information to expected no-oscillation values. The result (Fig. 3, the curve «CHOOZ») directly
depends on the correct determination of the absolute vc flux and their energy spectra, the
nuclear fuel burn up effects, i7c cross section, detector efficiency and spectral response. We
note that CHOOZ does not observe the vc oscillation in the mass region Д т ^ т where muon
neutrinos oscillate intensively:

sin2 20CHOOZ < 0.1, t/c

2

3 < 2.5 • 10~2 at Дга2 = 3 • 10~3 eV2. (8)
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Fig. 2. CHOOZ positron energy spectrum: a) spectra in reactor ON and OFF periods; b) measured to
expected no-oscillation ratio

The CHOOZ experiment has demonstrated a
considerable improvement on the reactor ve de-
tection techniques: the level of the background
at CHOOZ (~ 0.3 per day, per 1 ton of a tar-
get) is almost a thousand times lower than the
one ever achieved in previous experiments. In
this connection we would mention two important
points. The first is the underground position of
the detector. The 300 mwe rock overburden re-
duces the flux of cosmic muons, the main source
of the time-correlated background, by a factor of
~ 300 to a value of 0.4 n T ^ - s " 1 . The second
point is associated with the zone-2 of the de-
tector. The scintillator of this zone absorbs the
radiation coming from high natural radioactiv-
ity of the PMT's glass and relevant events are
rejected by the spatial cuts thus reducing the ac-
cidentals. These two features are specific for
future LBL and VLHL projects with the differ-
ence that greater baselines require deeper detec-
tor positions and the protective region between
the fiducial volume and PMTs is thicker and is
filled with nonscintillating mineral oil.

Am1,

ю-1

io-2

10~3

io-5

eV2

Г Kr2Det ^~"-~---
: expected

'- KamLand f
expected \ ^

i i i i i i 1 1 1

Palo Verde

' " " " ^ SK

; ^

LMAS Л

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0.01 0.10
sin2 29

1.00

Fig. 3. Reactor neutrino (90% C.L.) oscillation
limits. The shaded areas are the atmospheric
and solar neutrino allowed oscillation regions

3. THE PALO VERDE EXPERIMENT

This experiment uses detector of quite a different design and more sophisticated selection
criteria. The difference is caused by a shallow position of the laboratory (32 mwe) and ~ 50
times higher muon flux than at the CHOOZ site.
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Muon Veto Central Detector

- - i Ё

The vc target is a 6 x 11 matrix composed of 12.7 x 25 x 900 cm acrylic cells. The inner
7.4 m-long part of the sell is active and 0.8 m on each side serve as oil light guides and
buffers, which shield the central part from external radioactivity (Fig. 4). The total volume
of the liquid scintillator (Gd) amounts to 12 m3. A lm-thick layer of purified water passive
shielding surrounds the central detector. The outmost layer of the detector is composed of
veto counters. The veto rate is typically ~ 2 kHz. The experiment is situated in Arizona

(the USA). Three identical PWR type re-
actors of total power of 11.6 GW (th) are
located at distances of 890, 890 and 750 m
from the detector. Each reactor is shut
down for refueling every year. Two of the
reactors are ON at any given time.

The positron trigger is a fast (30 ns)
triple coincidence between neighboring
cells requiring one cell above 600 keV
(positron ionization) and two cells above
~ 40 keV to detect Compton recoils from
annihilation quanta. Similar conditions are
used for the neutron candidates. The time
delay between the positron and neutron
«triples» was chosen about 450 ms long,
much longer than neutron capture time
in the Gd-loaded scintillator (~ 30 ms),
which was useful for determining the acci-
dental coincidence background. For details

„. . „, n . ,, , , of subsequent cuts applied in the offline
Fig. 4. The Palo Verde detector , " ,. г „ ,

data treating we refer to [2].
Presently the results based on data tak-

ing period from July 1998 to September 1999 are available. In 1998 one of the reactors at
890 m was OFF for 31 days and in 1999 the reactor at 750 m was OFF for about 23 days.
The three reactors ON minus two reactors ON give the following neutrino detection rates (per
day):

Optical
fiber

6.0 ± 1.4 (stat.) in 1998 and 9.0 ± 1.6 (stat.) in 1999. (9)

The neutrino detection efficiencies are estimated as 7.6% (1998) and 11 % (1999). The rates
are found to be compatible with no-oscillation predictions.

The ON-OFF method treats the i7e flux from the two reactors still at full power as back-
ground, which considerably reduces the statistical accuracy of the results. An independent
analysis named the «swap» method is based on (i) the symmetry of the most of the back-
grounds relative to the exchange of the first and the second subevents and on (ii) the strong
asymmetry of the positron and delayed neutron signals. The «swap» analysis uses full neu-
trino statistics. It makes it possible to cancel most of the background directly from the data.
The remaining part is computed using Monte Carlo simulations. The ratio i?meas/caic °f m e

measured to expected for no-oscillation case neutrino detection rates found by means of the
«swap» method is:
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•Rmeas/calc = 1.04 ± 3 % (stat.) ± 8 % (syst.)- (10)

Clearly the gain in statistic relative to the classic ON-OFF method (see (9)) is quite impressive.
The systematic uncertainties are summarized in Table 3. The best of the Palo Verde oscillation
exclusion plot is shown in Fig. 3.

Table 3. The Palo Verde systematic uncertainties [2]

Error source

e + efficiency
n efficiency
Neutrino flux prediction
Neutrino selection cuts
В KG estimate

Total

ON minus OFF, %

4
3
3
8

10

Swap, %

4
3
3
4
6

8

4. THE KRASNOYARSK: TWO-DETECTOR PROJECT Kr2Det

The Kr2Det (about 1 km baseline project) is aimed at more sensitive searches for neutrino
oscillations in the mass parameter region already studied in the CHOOZ and Palo Verde
experiments. The physical goals of the project are: (i) to obtain new information on the elec-
tron neutrino mass structure ({/ез)> (ii) to provide a better normalization for future accelerator
neutrino experiments, and (iii) to achieve better understanding of the atmospheric neutrinos.
It is also worth mentioning that just in case the LMA solution is valid, С/ез can be quite close
to the presently available CHOOZ upper limit t/2

3 < 2.5 • 10~2 while for the SMA MSW
and vacuum oscillation solutions the predicted value of Ue3 is much smaller [9]. The project
intends:

• to increase, relative to CHOOZ, the sample of detected neutrinos by a factor of 20.
The Kr2Det neutrino target mass is 50 tons, ten times larger than used in the CHOOZ
experiment;

• to eliminate most of the systematic uncertainties by using two identically designed
scintillation spectrometer (far and near) stationed at 1100 and 250 m from the reactor;

• to use special calibrations to control and correct for systematic uncertainties that will
still remain.

The detectors are installed at a depth of 600 mwe with the flux of cosmic muons there 5
times lower than at the CHOOZ laboratory, which helps to keep the backgrounds at sufficiently
low level.

Each of the detectors (Fig. 5) has a three-concentric zone design: the 50-ton liquid
scintillator (without Gd) target in the centre, the buffer of nonscintillating oil and the outer veto
zone. Expected neutrino detection and background rates are: Nv = 50 d" 1 , NBKG = 5 d" 1 .
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Fig. 5. The Kr2Det detector: / —
the neutrino target (50 ton min-
eral oil + PPO); 2 — mineral oil;
3 — the transparent film; 4 — the
PMTs; 5 — veto zone

In the no-oscillation case the ratio of the two simulta-
neously measured positron spectra does not depend on the
positron energy, small deviation from the constant value is
analyzed for the oscillation parameters. The results of this
purely relative analysis are independent of the exact knowl-
edge of reactor power and the fuel burn up effects, of num-
bers of target protons and detection efficiencies. Calibration
of the detectors is a key problem of the experiment. More
details on calibration procedures are considered in [2]. Ex-
pected 90% C.L. oscillation limits are presented in Fig. 3.
It was assumed that 40 thousand vc are detected and that
systematics is controlled down to a 0.5 % level.

5. KamLAND

The KamLAND detector will operate in the Kamiokande detector cave with a rock over-
burden of 2700 mwe. The neutrinos originate from 16 NPP (total 51 power reactors) at
distances of 80-820 km. 80% of the total i7e flux comes from reactors between 140 and 210
km away.

Table 4. Some parameters of the underground oscillation experiments at reactors

Parameter

CHOOZ
Kr2Det*
KamLAND

L, km

1.1
1.1

~200

* Detector in the 1100 m
"* Estimated values.

mwe

300
600

2700

position

Target mass, t

5
50

1000

900
370
0.8

NBKG, t l-y 1

90
4 0 "

0.08*"

The reactor neutrino flux on the target is extremely small, 1000 times smaller than in the
CHOOZ experiment, while the muon flux at this depth is attenuated only by a factor of ~ 400
with respect to the value at the CHOOZ laboratory. Thus the background problems are of
primary importance.

The KamLAND detector again has three concentric zones (Fig. 6). The 13 m-diameter
target zone with 1000 tons of purified scintillator is in the centre. A 1700-ton buffer is filled
with mineral oil and this time is 2.5 m thick. The scintillator is viewed by an array of 2000
photomultipliers supported on a 19 m-diameter steel sphere. The zone-3 outside the steel
sphere is filled with purified water and serves as a Cherencov veto detector and additional
passive shielding.

The calculated average neutrino detection rate is about 750 per year and is expected to
vary by ~ ±10% due to the seasonal variation of the nuclear power production. Clearly the
ON-OFF approach does not seem promising in this case. On the other hand the correlated
background rates are estimated as low as about 20 events per year and the expected oscillation
effect for LMA solar solution is quite large.
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Roks

Roks

The derived sensitivity to the oscillation
parameters assuming three years of data
taking and the neutrino oscillations to back-
ground ratio 10:1 is shown in Fig. 3. It can
be seen that the LMA solution can be con-
clusively tested.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The lkm-baseline CHOOZ and, with a
small delay, Palo Verde are the first of
the terrestrial neutrino oscillation experi-
ments that have successfully explored the
atmospheric mass parameter region. The
negative result of these experiments has an
important positive meaning that the elec-
tron neutrino contains not much admixture
of the third neutrino mass eigenstate.

The success of the CHOOZ experiment
is based on impressive (almost three orders
of magnitude) improvements on the reactor
neutrino detection technique. A revolution-
ary progress in the field is well underway as
can be seen from Table 4, which summa-
rizes some parameters of the experiments
discussed in this report.

More sensitive searches for the admixture of the third neutrino mass eigenstate are feasible
now (Kr2Det). An invasion into the LMA MSW solar region (KamLAND) requires another
three orders of magnitude reduction of the backgrounds, which most probably can be achieved.
We conclude that, with reactor experiments, in a few years the electron neutrino mass structure
can be understood and a decisive proof of the solar neutrino problem found.

Acknowledgments. I would like to thank the Conference organizers for an excellent
meeting and generous hospitality. I am grateful to Dr. V.Sinev for assistance. This work is
supported by RFBR grants No. 00-02-16035 and 00-15-96708.
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Fig. 6. The KamLAND detector
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IS IT POSSIBLE
TO TEST THE LSND PARAMETERS

AT REACTORS?
V.V.Sinev

Russian Scientific Centre «Kurchatov Institute», Moscow

This report describes a part of the programme that was reported at the conference NANPino
2000. We propose a two-detector experiment at Krasnoyarsk for studying small mixing parameters
at atmospheric neutrino mass range. As a first stage we consider here an experiment with two much
smaller detectors that can test the LSND region. In the framework of our programme we also study the
reactor antineutrino energy spectrum.

Доклад является частью нашей программы по поиску осцилляции на реакторе, которая уже
докладывалась на конференции NANPino-2000. Мы предлагаем провести эксперимент в Красно-
ярске с использованием двух детекторов для изучения малых параметров смешивания в области
масс атмосферных нейтрино. В качестве первого шага мы рассматриваем эксперимент с детекто-
рами, меньшими по размерам, который мог бы проверить области параметров LSND. В рамках
нашей программы продолжается исследование и энергетического спектра антинейтрино от ядер-
ного реактора.

INTRODUCTION

Today we have at least three evidences of neutrino oscillations [3-5] or the so-called hints

on existing the neutrino mass. They are listed in Table 1. This requires four neutrino types.

One of them is sterile [3].

Table 1. Mass oscillation parameters

Source of v

Solar [3]
Atmospheric [4]
Accelerator (LSND) [5]

Am 2 , eV2

~ 1 0 ~ 5

~io-3

~ 1

The first two mass parameters in Table 1 are well known and physicists believe them.

The problem is in the third. The LSND experiment gives enough wide region for oscillation

parameters 0.2 < Am 2 < 0.6 eV2 at the level of Bugey3 limitations at sin2 26 « 0.02.

Are the LSND parameters real or not? Is it possible to test them in another experiment,

for example, at reactors? Below we consider some aspects of detecting neutrino in a reactor

experiment.
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1. REACTOR EXPERIMENT

Am2 = 1 eV2

sin2 29 = 0.02 Krasnoyarsk
Palo Verde

10 100
Distance from reactor, m

1000

Experimental ratios of measured to ex-
cross sections for inverse beta-decay reac-

tion as a function of distance

Fig.
pected

Usually at reactors one can measure cross
section of i7cp reaction (1).

(1)

The cross section is measured through reg-
istration of positrons and neutrons that are
products of this reaction. So one can get a
positron energy spectrum that is a convolu-
tion of neutrino energy spectrum p{E) and
differential cross section <r(E)

Se(T) = J p(E)a(E)eR(E, T)dE, (2)

where e is registration efficiency andi?(.E,T)
is a response function of the detector. After
measuring the energy spectrum of positrons
it is easy to calculate the cross section of
reaction (1) by integrating e+ spectrum SC(T)

J up = Jsa(T)dT. (3)

Then measured values of cross section and/or positron spectrum may be compared with the
expected ones in no-oscillation case.

In Fig. 1 one can see the ratios of measured and expected values of cross sections in
numerous experiments at a different distances from the reactor core. They can be easily
described by LSND parameters.

In Fig. 2 the ratios of spectra at two distances from reactor obtained in two experiments
(Bugey3 [6], Rovno [7]) are shown. The solid line in the figure is calculated ratios of spectra
at the same distances with appointed parameters. It is well seen that LSND parameters also
satisfy these experimental results. So we can conclude that existing reactor oscillation exper-
iments do not exclude completely oscillations in LSND mass parameter region. Oscillation
parameters that are the best fits of experiments at reactors are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Oscillation parameters as fits of experimental spectra ratios

Experiment

Geosgen, 1986 [8]
Rovno, 1987 [7]
Bugey3, 1995 [6]
ILL, revised in 1995 [10]
SRP, 1996 [9]

Am2 , eV2

0.88
0.9

0.45-1.6
2.2
3.84

sin2 26

0.1-0.06
0.09

0.03-0.09
0.48-0.2

0.085
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0.8 —

0.6
1 2 3 4 5

Positron energy, MeV

Fig. 2. Experimental ratios of positron spectra from two experiments [6, 7]. The solid line in the figure
is calculated ratios of spectra at the same distances with appointed parameters

2. PROPOSED EXPERIMENT

1500

1000

500

Г N
. H(*,y)D 2 4Na

1 Cf promt

The goal of proposed in this article new experiment
at Krasnoyarsk reactor is an attempt to test directly
the parameters of LSND. We propose to measure the
positron spectrum from reaction (1) simultaneously by
two identical detectors located at distances 20 and 35 m
from a reactor. Each detector consists of three parts.
The central volume is filled with liquid scintillator on
the base of mineral oil about 3 tons in mass. It is
surrounded by buffer volume of pure mineral oil. Both
volumes are viewed by photomultipliers and all this
construction is immersed in oil active veto shielding.

In no-oscillation case the ratio of two simultane-
ously measured positron spectra is energy independent.
Small deviations from the constant value are searched
for oscillations. The measured ratio is also indepen-
dent of the exact knowledge of reactor antineutrino
flux and energy spectrum, burn up and the reaction cross section, the numbers of the target
protons, etc. But the difference in detector characteristics should be controlled. For this
purpose we plan to do necessary calibration during the data taking. As control ratio we plan
to use the spectrum of prompt gamma-rays of 252Cf. This spectrum and the spectrum of
positrons is shown in Fig.3. The arrows indicate the energy position of calibration sources.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Positron energy, MeV

Fig. 3. Sources for detector calibrations.
The solid line is the positron energy
spectrum, the dashed line is the spectrum
generated by Cf source
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3. EXPECTED RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

1.00

0.10

0.01

Krasnoyarsk

[ I I I I I I I I M i l l I I I I

0.001 0.010

n229
0.100 1.000

Fig. 4.. Limits on oscillation parameters and
LSND (99 % C.L.) parameter region .

The expected rates of detecting neutrino events
at 20 and 35 m are - 5 • 103 d" 1 and 1.5 • 103 d" 1 ,
respectevely. So one can achieve statistics about
3 million events at 20 m and 1 million at 35 m
during two years of data taking time. It will give
statistical uncertainty less than 0.5 %. We expect
also to acheive sysematic uncertainty of about 0.5 %
using calibration procedures described above.

There were done some Monte Carlo calculations
of positron spectra accounting the finite reactor and
detector dimensions. Using this spectra we have
calculated expected limits on oscillation parameters.
They are shown in Fig. 4. In mass parameter re-
gion heigher than 1 eV2 there is strong influence of
reactor dimensions. The same procedure was used
to calculate a parameter limits with another reactor
type (PWR). It is shown also in the same figure.
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The study of the electron neutrino properties — its mass, mixing, magnetic moment — is the main
goal of the present reactor antineutrino experiments. We consider the time evolution of the reactor i7e

spectrum during reactor ON and reactor OFF periods. An important role of the time variations of the
reactor i7e spectrum in searches for neutrino magnetic moment is discussed. Corrections to the predicted
earlier theoretical and precise measured inverse beta-decay cross sections are calculated. We found that
the residual ve emission during the reactor OFF period can play a non-negligible role in oscillation
experiments.

Поиски и изучение новых свойств нейтрино являются главной целью ведущихся в настоящее
время экспериментов с реакторными нейтрино. Нами подробно исследованы типичные изменения
в спектре реакторных антинейтрино за время работы реактора и в спектре остаточной антиней-
тринной активности реактора после его остановки. Мы нашли, что эффекты нестационарности
реакторного спектра антинейтрино могут играть значительную роль в экспериментах по поиску
осцилляции и магнитного момента нейтрино. Нами вычислены поправки, обусловленные эффек-
тами нестационарности, к прецизионно измеренному и рассчитанному сечениям поглощения ан-
тинейтрино протоном. Найдено, что остаточное антинейтринное излучение реактора после его
остановки может играть заметную роль для ряда типичных в последние годы постановок экспери-
ментов.

1. ANTINEUTRINO SOURCE

Power reactors emit large numbers of antineutrinos, about 6 • W2Oi7e per second, broadly

distributed over energies up to about 12 MeV with a peak at 0.3 MeV. Here we con-

sider the energy spectrum of pressurized light water reactors (PWR or VVER in Russian

classification). Reactors of this type are used in the most neutrino experiments (Rovno,

Gosgen, Bugey, Choos, Palo Verde). They usually operate for 11 months, followed by

a shutdown of one month to allow for the replacement of one-third of the fuel elements.

At the beginning of reactor ON period about a5 = 70% of the fissions are from 2 3 5 U ,

a 9 = 20% from 2 3 9 Pu, a 8 = 7% from 2 3 8 U , and ац = 3 % from 241Pu. During operation
2 3 5 U burns out, and 2 3 9 Pu and 2 4 1 Pu are accumulated continuously from 2 3 8 U . The aver-

age contributions to the total number of fissions are d5 = 58 %, dg = 30 %, dig = 7 %,

di = 5 %, practically identical for all light water reactors and are considered as reactor

«standard».
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2. va SPECTRUM FOR E > 2 MeV («STANDARD» APPROACH)

Systematic studies of the i7c spectrum at low energies E < 2 MeV (to which ~ 70 % of
all emitted ve belong) have been started some years ago [1]. This part of the spectrum during
ON and OFF periods is strongly time-dependent [2].

At energies above the threshold 1.8 MeV for inverse
(MeV • fission)"1 neutron beta decay reaction

ю-2-.

КГ1-

0 4000 8000
Antineutrino energy, keV

Fig. 1. Reactor antineutrino energy
spectrum (contributions to the number
of fissions: 2 3 5 U — 58%, 2 3 y P u —
30%, 2 3 8 U — 7%, 2 4 1 Pu — 5%):
curve (E < 2 MeV) — calculation [1,
2]; circles (E > 2 MeV) — measure-
ment [3] at reactor (Rovno); crosses
(E > 2 MeV) — standard ve spectrum
(from electron spectra [4, 5])

п + ел
(1)

the average spectrum for reactor ON period is known
quite well [3].

The corresponding «standard» reactor antineutrino
energy spectrum p(E) at E > 2 MeV is a mixture of
equilibrium energy spectra from the beta-decay of the
fission products of 2 3 5 U , 2 3 9 Pu, 2 3 8 U , 2 4 1 P u

(2)

where 53 a* = 1, i = 5,9,8,1 and p(E) is in units of
(MeV-fission)-1.

The «standard» ve spectrum is the average spectrum
for reactor ON period. The ve spectra p(E) for 2 3 5 U ,
2 3 9 Pu, and 2 4 1 Pu are usually derived from one day
exposure time experimental electron spectra [4, 5] and
for 2 3 8 U — from calculation [6].

At the «standard» level of accuracy the reactor vc

spectrum is considered as saturated after the first day of
reactor ON period. Furthermore, a residual z7e activity
at E > 2 MeV after the first day of reactor OFF period
is also considered as negligible.

The «standard» reactor z7e spectrum is indicated by crosses in Fig. 1. Our measurements
at reactor (Rovno) above 2 MeV and our present calculations below 2 MeV are indicated by
circles and curve. The «standard» and experimental spectra agree within uncertainties.

3. i7c SPECTRUM FOR E = 0-12 MeV (PRESENT APPROACH)

We have found that at present level of experimental and theoretical accuracy the «standard
approach is not always sufficient.

The present calculations of the reactor i7c spectrum and residual i7e activity after reactor
shutdown include:

a) time-dependent activity of the fission products;
b) time-dependent fission contributions «;(£) of the fissionable isotopes: 23oU, 239Pu,

238U, 241Pu;
c) time-dependent vc activity coming from the neutron captures in 238U(n,7):

2 3 8U(n,7)2 3 9U
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d) time-dependent va activity coming from the neutron captures in fission products;
e) time-dependent residual i7e activity of fission products and heavy elements produced

during previous reactor ON periods.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. The evolution of the calculated ve

spectrum during reactor ON period is shown р(г)/р(165)
in Fig. 2. The differences of time-dependent
spectra are small in the high-energy part of
the vc spectrum and become large for the
low-energy part where most of all reactor an-
tineutrinos are emitted. In experiments on
z7ee~ scattering aimed to search for the neu-
trino magnetic moment a dominant contribu-
tion comes from the low-energy part of the
spectrum. Therefore the time variation of re-
actor i7e spectrum plays a significant role in
searches for the neutrino magnetic moment.

4.2. Nuclear reactors are intensively used
in experiments searching for neutrino oscil-
lations. Antineutrinos are detected via the
inverse beta-decay reaction (1). One of the
methods of searching for oscillations is to
measure «visible» cross section at a great dis-
tance from reactor and compare one with the
well-known cross section measured near nu- Ю0
clear reactor. The ratio of the measured near
nuclear reactor (15 m) cross section [7] to
calculated one for «standard» spectrum is
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Fig. 2. Ratios of the current reactor vc spectra
to one at the middle of the 330-day reactor ON
period. The inscriptions indicate the time sinse the
beginning of reactor ON period. The thresholds of
ve interactions are showed by arrow below

We have obtained that (7Caic for the «stan-
dard» spectrum is approximately 0.6 % lower than cross section for the present z7e spectrum.
As an illustration of this effect we show in Fig. 3 the ratio of the present reactor vc spectrum
to the «standard» one. At this level of accuracy the corrections to the inverse beta-decay
cross section from present antineutrino pectrum calculation are becoming non-negligible.

The correction to crm o a s may be of the same order of magnitude. This correction is derived
from non-negligible ve activity during OFF period (see Fig. 4) when backgrounds are usually
measured.

4.3. Corrections from ve activity after the reactor shut down may be more important if, for
example, a neutrino oscillation experiment is performed with one detector and two reactors:
the nearest one (distance r from a reactor core) and a far one (distance R). Experiments
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of this type were performed at Rovno (18 m, 98 m), Bugey (15 m, 95 m) and Krasnoyarsk
(three reactors — 57 m, 57 m, 234 m).

For the distance ratio R/r ~ 6 (Rovno, Bugey), the inverse beta decay reaction rate from
г/е activity of the nearest reactor after its shut down may be equal to ~ 1/4 of the rate from
the far reactor during its ON period. It is obvious that such experiments are in need of a new
method of analysis.

1.06 •

1.04 —

1.02 •

1.00 —

PW'Pstandard

1.04-

1.02-

О -К

1 day

1 mounth

1 year

2000 3000
Antineutrino energy, keV

2000 3000

Antineutrino energy, keV
Fig. 3. Ratio of the reactor i7a spectrum (7) at the middle of 330-day reactor ON period to the standard
spectrum (2)

Fig. 4. Ratios of the reactor vK spectra for reactor OFF period to the standard one. The inscriptions
indicate time after reactor shut down

CONCLUSION

Searches for phenomena beyond the Standard Model of electroweak interaction in neutrino
experiments at nuclear reactors require refining our knowledge of the reactor i/e spectrum.
In practice, at the present level of experimental and theoretical accuracy a comprehensive
analysis of the i7c spectrum for each experiment at nuclear reactor is becoming necessary.
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ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF RADIATIVE GAMMA
QUANTA IN RADIATIVE BETA DECAY OF NEUTRON

R.U.Khafizovl

Russian Scientific Centre «Kurchatov Institute», Moscow

The present report is dedicated to consideration of spectrum and angular distribution of radiative
gamma quanta for radiative neutron decay, which has not been discovered experimentally. The angular
distribution of gamma quanta obtained will allow one to conduct new correlation experiments with
the take-off of the fourth particle — the gamma quantum. Besides, as will be shown in the report,
this distribution plays a significant role in suppressing the correlated background of bremsstrahlung
gamma quanta, which simulates the effect completely. This background is impossible to remove even
using the triple gamma quanta, electron and recoil proton coincidences. However, it is namely this
unhomogeneous distribution by the angle of the outgoing radiative gamma quanta that allows one to
use the space resolution and eliminate this dangerous background, thus making the conduction of an
experiment on radiative neutron decay perfectly feasible.

Анализируется спектр и угловое распределение гамма-квантов при радиационном бета-распаде
нейтрона, который пока экспериментально не обнаружен. Измерение угловых распределений
гамма-квантов позволяет проводить корреляционные эксперименты нового типа с регистрацией
четвертой частицы — гамма-кванта. Кроме того, как показано в работе, такие угловые распре-
деления важны для подавления фона от сопутствующих фотонов тормозного излучения, кото-
рые могут полностью имитировать искомый эффект. Данный фон невозможно подавить за счет
только тройных совпадений гамма-кванта, электрона и протона отдачи. Однако именно это не-
равномерное распределение по углам вылета радиационных гамма-квантов позволяет использовать
пространственное разрешение и полностью исключить такой потенциально опасный фон, что, в
свою очередь, открывает возможность успешного проведения поиска и измерения радиационного
бета-распада нейтрона.

Among the many branches of any elementary decay with charged particles in the final

state, the radiative branch, when the decay occurs with the creation of an additional particle —

the gamma quantum, is usually the most intensive, as the smallness order for the branching

ratio (BR) of this mode is determined by the fine structure constant that has the order of

10~ 2 . The aim of this work is the research for radiative decay of the free neutron. As we can

see from the Particle Data Group information [1], no experimental measurements of BR for

this decay exist to date. On the other hand, however, for other elementary particles this rare

decay is experimentally well investigated. This fact makes the discovery of radiative neutron

decay one of the most actual tasks in the present day neutron physics.

Moreover, this rare decay mode is directly connected with several fundamental problems.

First of all there is the problem of radiative corrections for the neutron lifetime and correlation
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coefficients. It is well known that if one neglects these corrections, the present experimental
values for the neutron lifetime and correlation coefficients will not be in agreement in the
framework of standard theory of the weak interaction and lead to incorrect values for the
fundamental constants of this theory. Part of these corrections (the so-called outer radiative
corrections) can be estimated directly from the experiment on the radiative decay of the free
neutron that is proposed here.

Research of the radiative neutron decay mode is a task particularly actual today also
because of the precision of the experiments on the ordinary neutron decay parameters such
as lifetime and correlation coefficients [2], which has reached 10~3. The point is that already
at this level of accuracy it is necessary to consider the influence of the fourth outgoing
particle — the gamma quantum on the final state. The influence of the radiative decay
mode on the value of neutron lifetime is obvious, but this influence also shows in correlation
experiments. As will be shown later, the angular distribution of the outgoing gamma quanta
is not homogeneous and the radiative gamma quantum normally takes off at a sharp angle
to decay electron. This, in turn, means that it is not only the value of the experimental
precision that changes but also the measured mean value itself. The value of such a shift,
which by estimation is no larger than 1СГ3, should be considered in the concrete geometry
of the correlation experiment, therefore, consideration of the radiative decay branch becomes
actual when precision values of 1СГ3 and better are achieved.

In addition, the characteristic peculiarity of this experiment is the possibility of conducting
BR measurements for gamma quanta of very low energies, which is impossible in the decay
of other elementary particles, where the lower experimental limit for gamma-quanta energy is
typically a few MeV. This fact makes experimental research on the radiative decay mode of
the free neutron extremely perspective. In principle, it is possible to study the gamma-quanta
energy spectrum from the endpoint down to the region of low energies (up to light region!),
thereby creating a unique opportunity to check the infrared catastrophe which is given by the
standard electrodynamics for all the radiative decays of the elementary particles.

Besides, the presence of the fourth outgoing particle — the gamma quantum, allows
one to conduct new correlation experiments, which will measure the angular distribution
of the radiative gamma-quanta take-off in relation to the beta-electron. Theoretical angular
distribution of the gamma quanta, calculated within the framework of the standard model and
quantum electronics is the aim of this report. Another question under research is the question
of conducting new correlated experiments for radiative decay of polarized neutrons. Next
interesting question is the research of the radiative gamma-quanta polarization, particularly in
the light region.

Presented above is only a brief outline of the possible research plan of radiative neutron
decay branch. Actually, a wide and perspective programme of experimental research for
radiative branch of neutron decay could be developed here, but the first step in this programme
is, of course, the experimental discovery of the radiative neutron decay and the measurement
of its BR itself. However, it is already this first step of the experimental research, to which this
project is dedicated, that presents us with the serious problem of correlated bremsstrahlung
gamma-quanta background. This report is primarily dedicated to this very question.

The matrix element M of the radiative /3 decay consists of two terms [3]:

M = egv

л/2

_ 2(pce)
U 2(peK)
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_ 2(ppe) + eK .„ , .
П—•' 7 ( 1 + A75)u

where pe(Ee,pe), K(K,K), pv{E,,,pJ), pp(Ep,pp) are the four-momenta of the electron,
7 quantum, neutrino and proton; e is the 7-quantum polarization. The first term describes the
electron 7-quanta emission and the second term describes proton 7-quanta emission. Both
terms possess the infrared divergence, and if diagrams with 7-quanta exchange are taken into
account, this divergence will be canceled. This cancellation was demonstrated by Sirlin [4],
Geshkenbein and Popov [5], who used Ward's identity for this purpose. In contrast to the
ordinary muon decay, here the gv is not equal to дл, therefore due to the 7-quanta exchange,
the total radiative corrections depend also on ultraviolet cut-off parameter Л. However, in the
first order of perturbation theory the radiative beta decay does not depend on this parameter.
Thus in the radiative beta decay of the neutron one can measure only part of these corrections,
which is connected with the so-called outer radiative corrections.

After standard calculations the differential cross section consists of two terms:

(Ре

Ее [2(peQ) + (KQ)]+^(p e Q) +
(PeK)K

—4(Q 0 -rnp)\ >,

here the momentum Q = pc+K;Q = |Q | is associated with total energy QQ = mn —Ee—K.
The first term is proportional to 1 +ЗА 2 and has a large value. The second term is proportional
to 1 — A2 and has a value of Qo/m,N, which is very small. If one wants to investigate the
7 radiation directly from the weak vertex, one should keep this small term. For the radiative
neutron p decay one can take only the first term. To calculate the electron spectrum from
the radiative neutron decay it is necessary to integrate the leading term over the energy of
outgoing quanta from the upper limit of m — Ee to a lower cut-off energy u>. This lower
limit w is indeed the lower experimental cut-off for 7 quanta, which one can vary directly in
the experiment. Finally, one arrives at [6]:

Am-Ec

dK(Am~Ee-K)2xI

x2 \KN + 2Ee{N ~
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After the integration one can compare these results with the previous ones and first of all
with the results obtained by Christian and Kuhnelt [7]. If we take Sirlin's function for total
radiative corrections g{(3) [4]:

r(Ec) = (а/2тг)9(/3); (3 = \pe\/Ec = ve/c,

A 3 . . fN_ _ x \ \Eem -Ee 3 . , Ee:m - E,

/з

E e m = Д - (Д2 - ml)/2mn\ A = mn- mp,

and subtract our result, the rest of Sirlin's function will be identical to Christian and Kuhnelt's
one [7]. It is the so-called soft photon approximation [7]:

where Л = тр is an ultraviolet cut-off parameter.
Another referring point is the so-called KUB approximation [8]. There are two directions

in the problem under consideration. The first direction is connected with the radiative cor-
rections and the second one is connected with the radiative /? decay of nuclei. Both of them
have developed separately and the KUB approximation is widely used in the field of nuclei
radiative (3 decay. Under the KUB approximation with the nuclear matrix element equal to
1 + ЗА2, one obtains the following main term of the cross section:

dEAK

\M\2 = 1 + 3X2.
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Finally, we can calculate the dependence of BR for the radiative /? decay of the free neutron
on the experimental cut-off parameter. One can see from Fig. 1 that BR has significant value
for experimental cut-off parameter less than 100 keV. Figure 2 shows this region in more
detail. Here it is necessary to mention one experimental paper [2], which we consider as very
important. In this work, the electron asymmetry was measured, and electrons and protons
from the neutron /3 decay were registered by the method of accidental coincidence. However,
alongside with the main proton peak the authors observed a small peak of momentary, or,
as they put it, false coincidences. The ratio of the number of false events to the number
of the true decays was about 0.001. If one assumes that protons in this experiment were
registered with the help of microchannel plates, which can also register 7 quanta of very low
energies (about 10 keV) and compares the ratio with calculated BR given in Fig. 2, then one
can arrive at a conclusion, that with high probability this false peak is due to the radiative
neutron decays. Of course, this is only a hypothesis and one needs to investigate the peak
more carefully, for example, by means of a set-up in a vacuum chamber with extra 7 detector,
installed together with proton and electron detectors.

BR
0.005 л

0.004

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
соЛи„

1.2 1.4 1.6

Fig. 1. T h e expected standard model branching ratio of the radiative neutron /3 decay as a function of
ш in the case when the 7 quanta with energy more than cut-off threshold ш is taken into account

Fig. 2. The same as in Fig. 1 for other region of energy scale

The most interesting region is the so-called light domain. In Fig. 3 the ж axis is expressed
in angstroms and boundaries of this domain are indicated with arrows. One can see that BR
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for this light domain has a value of 1.09 • 10~3, However, the main peculiarity of the light
region is as follows. As was mentioned earlier, the radiative neutron decay allows us to
principally test the value of the outer correction. At present, this correction is calculated
with the experimental lifetime values for 0 + - 0 + /? transitions of a number of nuclei and
the neutron. For all of them with great accuracy it is already established that the total outer
radiative correction has the value of 1.5 % for the neutron, oxygen and 1.45-1.42% for the
other nuclei [9]. The value of the outer radiative correction is indicated in Fig. 3 with a dashed
line. Comparing this line with the curve for BR, it becomes obvious that the light domain
is beyond the limits of the total outer correction. This fact makes the research of the light
domain particularly important, because experimental evaluation of BR in this region will force
us to substantially reconsider our knowledge of the total outer radiative correction. It will also
allow us to judge of the neutron structure. Besides, there are the latest evaluations of the full
outer radiative correction, already on the level of 1.2% [10], which makes the investigation
of BR in the ultraviolet and light domains of 7-quantum energy especially important.

0.006
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000

A

Fig. 3. The same as in Fig. 1 for the ultraviolet and light region; here cut-off threshold ш is expressed
in angstroms

dS/dO.

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180
0,deg

Fig. 4. Dependence of radiative decay spectrum on angle 0 between gamma quanta and electron
moments (curve 1 for 25 keV threshold gamma energy, curve 2 for 50 keV threshold gamma energy)

The radiative neutron /3 decay also allows us to perform correlation experiments with
different angles between the 7- and the /3-momentum directions. If one rewrites expression
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obtained, with the angle 0 between the electron p e and 7-quanta К momenta, then the
formula follows:

dT a pe

dEcdKdu 4тг2 f0K

m2

e(Ee + K) - (Ee -Pecos

+K + Ee- 2 E e ( E e

(Ee - pe COS

where

Qo

(Ee — pe cos G ) 2

(Qo - mp

/0 = jpeEe(Qo - mp)
2dEe

It can be seen from this formula that as the angle between the p electron and the 7 quantum
increases, the probability of 7-quantum emission decreases. Such phenomenon was observed
in all experiments of the nuclear radiative /3 decay. In these investigations a considerable
exceed of the experimental probabilities of the 7-quantum radiation over the theoretical ones
for large angles Э was obtained [11]. Moreover, as mentioned by many authors, this difference
remains considerable even if one takes into account the so-called detour transitions and the
nuclear structure. Therefore these correlation investigations of the radiative decay of the
neutron will allow us to figure out what the exceed comes from: the nuclear structure or the
structure of the nucleon.

Now let us proceed to another possibility of investigation of the radiative j3 decay of the
neutron, namely to the measurements of the polarization of the emitted 7 quantum. Since a
weak interaction vertex, which violates the parity, takes place in this process the 7 quantum
is polarized. In the field of the nuclear physics, from this point of view, the radiative electron
К capture in nuclei is the best investigated topic (first theoretical and experimental study was
done in 1958 [12,13]).

Already in the pioneer works of Martin and Glauber it was marked that the polarization
degree depends on the constant of weak interaction. If we now take the manifestly model of
right-handed currents as the «minimal» deviation from the standard «minimal» V—A model
of weak interaction, then the 7-quantum polarization degree will depend on the mixing angle
of the left Wi and right WR bosons C:

W2 = WL sin C + WR cos С

and the ratio TJ = rn2{W\)jm2{W2) of the mass squared of two bosons W\ and W2.
Provided that the absolute values of the polarization are determined experimentally with

the accuracy e(P-y), the limit on the parameters of right-handed currents is given by [14]:
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It can be seen from this limit that the boundary of the allowed region for the parameters
of the manifestly right-handed current model is a closed curve — ellipse as in the muon
decay case [15]. This result can easily be explained qualitatively if we consider the muon
decay from the viewpoint of the nuclear physics. Actually, ordinary muon decay is the
transition from one l / 2 + state to another 1/2+ state, and both allowed transitions (Fermi and
Gammow-Teller) contribute to this process. Therefore, absolute measurements of the circular
polarization for any allowed j-j transition (j / 0) can give results which are completely
alternative to measurements of the asymmetry parameter of electron emission in ordinary
muon decay [15].

Thus, from our point of view, the investigation of the radiative decay of the neutron is
not only actual but also possible experimentally. The most interesting subjects to investigate,
from the modern point of view, are the following:

— research of the 7 spectum from radiative neutron beta decay, in particular in the light
region;

— research of the correlation effects with measurements of the radiative 7-quantum
momentum, first of all in the e-7 correlations and comparison of the data with corresponding
data from nuclear beta decay;

— measurement of circular 7-quantum polarization in the radiative decay, which, in
particular, would allow us to obtain new limits on right-handed currents parameters.
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The methodology of the creation of a compact neutrino source based on the 3 7 Ar isotope as well as
the technique of calibration of an iodine detector of solar neutrinos is described. An important overall
expected result is the creation of a prototype of the source with the intensity up to 400 kCi, delivery
of this source to the Baksan neutrino observatory and the test calibration of the single module of the
iodine detector. Simulation shows that at least 45-70 1 2 7Xe atoms will be detected in the irradiation of
~ 40 tons of methylene iodide by the source leading to ~ 19 % of the error on the measured production
rate. This result should be considered as a test of the developed technology and will verify overall
technical readiness for the creation of a full scale neutrino source and the full scale calibration of the
iodine detector.

Предлагаются методика изготовления компактного искусственного источника нейтрино на
основе изотопа 3 7 Аг и техника калибровки йодного детектора солнечных нейтрино. Ожидаемые ре-
зультаты планируемого эксперимента: изготовление прототипа источника активностью до 400 кКи,
доставка его в Баксанскую нейтринную обсерваторию и проведение испытательной калибровки мо-
дуля йодного детектора. Расчеты показывают, что облучение примерно 40 тонн дииодида метилена
прототипом источника приведет к образованию 45-70 атомов 1 2 7Хе, что соответствует ~ 19 % ста-
тистической неопределенности измерения скорости захвата электронных нейтрино на йоде. Этот
результат следует рассматривать как испытание технологии и проверку готовности к проведению
полномасштабной калибровки йодного детектора источником высокой интенсивности.

1. MOTIVATION

During the last few years, a new technology emerged — the artificial production of very

intense neutrino sources. The first example, 5 1Cr, was used in the very impressive calibration

of the two gallium-germanium telescopes of solar neutrinos, SAGE and GALLEX. In addition

to permitting the direct calibration of solar neutrino detectors, this new technology will also

permit new experimental investigations of the fundamental properties of the neutrino, such as

its magnetic moment, etc.

Our intention involves the production of a second such source, 37Ar, which emits mono-

energetic neutrinos with the energy of 814 keV. The source, when created, will eventually

also permit a second independent calibration of the SAGE or GALLEX gallium detectors of

solar neutrinos, as well as the BOREXINO solar neutrino detector. However, our immediate

interest is the iodine detector.
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The important result of four existing experiments detecting solar neutrino — the Home-
stake chlorine experiment, SUPERKAMIOKANDE, SAGE and GALLEX — is that there is
an essential deficit of solar neutrino flux observed on the Earth. A combined fit to the results
of these detectors produces two key differences between the predicted and observed spectra:
first, the high energy part (> 5 MeV) of the spectrum is about a factor of two smaller than
predicted and second, the 1 MeV region of the spectrum is an order of magnitude smaller
than predicted, that is visible as an almost complete absence of neutrinos from 7Be in the
spectrum of solar neutrinos. These distortions of the solar neutrino spectrum have led to
the suggestion that there may exist an energy dependent conversion of electron neutrinos to
neutrinos of other flavors either due to matter-induced flavor transitions within the Sun or
vacuum transitions during the neutrino flight between the Sun and the Earth.

Since the spectral distortion is the greatest in the 1 MeV region, it is most desirable to
further explore the solar emission in this energy region. In order to fully explore the solar
electron neutrino emission in a particular energy region it is necessary to detect it readily
by the inverse of beta decay. The two types of electron neutrino specific detectors that
have operated to date are 37C1, the Homestake chlorine detector and 71Ga, the SAGE and
GALLEX detectors. In 1988 Haxton [1] pointed out that the 127I to 127Xe transition may have
much higher relative sensitivity to 1 MeV electron neutrinos than does 37C1. More detailed
calculations of electron neutrino cross sections by Engel, Pittel, and Vogel [2] indicated that
the ratio of the cross section at 1 MeV to that in the 8B energy range for 127I is four times
the ratio for 37C1.

The technology of an iodine detector is quite similar to that of the chlorine detector; atoms
of an inert gas, 127Xe, are swept out of an iodine containing liquid, and detected by their
decays in a small proportional counter. One reason that 127I may have been overlooked in
previous investigations of possible solar neutrino detectors is that unlike the 37C1 and r lGa
cases, transitions from the ground state of 127I to the ground state of 127Xe are forbidden
by spin considerations. Thus, the lowest energy permitted neutrino induced transition from
127I is to the first excited state in 127Xe, 125 keV above the 127Xe ground state and 789 keV
above the 127I ground state. This is the only transition that can be driven by the 862 keV
neutrinos from 7Be electron capture in the Sun. As in the 37C1 case, the 8B solar neutrinos
can drive transitions to a large number of final excited states of 127Xe, up to the particle
emission threshold.

The large cross section of 8B solar neutrinos on 37C1, is due to one transition, that to
the isobaric analog of the 37C1 ground state at 5.1 MeV above the 37Ar ground state. This
IAS transition accounts for 60% of the 8B rate in 37C1. For an 127I detector, the IAS
transition does not contribute to the production of 127Xe since the IAS state is 13 MeV
above the 127Xe ground state or 5.8 MeV above the particle emission threshold. In order
to experimentally verify the predicted energy dependence of the neutrino cross section for
127I(i/e,e~)127Xe it is necessary to carry out a series of calibration experiments. The 7Be
sensitivity can be measured with an intense source of neutrinos from an electron capture
decay process. For the 71Ga detectors, SAGE and GALLEX, this was done with a o lCr
source, which produces 750 keV neutrinos. Unfortunately, this source is not suitable for
an 127I detector since its neutrinos are 39 keV below the transition energy to the lowest
accessible state in 127Xe. Fortunately, a suitable source is available, 37Ar, which emits
814 keV neutrinos. Development of the technology for the production of an 37Ar neutrino
source, its experimental check, development and test of technology of calibration of an iodine
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detector of solar neutrinos are main purposes of our intention. The experience gained in
the successful completion of the work will also permit the production of high-intensity 37Ar
sources for other future experiments.

2. METHODOLOGY

The desired isotope 3 'Ar can be produced in two ways: 1) by activation of the isotope
36Ar (natural abundance 0.34%) in a thermal neutron flux after a preliminary enrichment
of 36Ar up to 90%; or 2) in a flux of fast neutrons through 40Ca(n, a)3 'Ar reaction. In
1988 Haxton [3] analyzed the first way in detail. Due to some problems such as a high
«burning-up» of 37Ar being produced by thermal neutrons and the necessity of confining
a large amount of the target (~ 8 kg of argon) in a liquid form in the neutron trap of a
high-flux reactor this way seems to be unrealizable. The second way was considered in 1992
by Gavrin [4] et al. There it was shown that 37Ar should be obtained by neutron irradiation
of the calcium-containing target in the power reactor BN-600, Zarechny, Russia. The most
convenient targets are metallic Ca (1.54 g • cm"3) and CaO (2.43 g(Ca) • cm"3). There it was
shown also that one needs to place approximately 200 kg of metallic Ca in 20 irradiating
assemblies in the blanket of BN-600 to obtain 1 MCi of 37Ar. As a response of natural
calcium on neutron irradiation the isotopes of argon (mainly 37Ar) and also other gaseous
products such as helium and hydrogen are formed. After irradiation the gaseous phase must
be extracted from the target by physical or chemical methods. It is planned to first investigate
argon extraction by heating the target; if necessary, an alternative chemical method involving
the dissolution of the target and the sweep of the 37Ar out of the resulting solution. After
extraction, the extracted argon must be reliably packed in a minimum volume in order to
increase the efficiency of registration of neutrino flux from a source by an iodine detector.
The activity of the prototype of a source should be reliably determined, for example, by
calorimetric method.

The reactor BN-600 is a power reactor, that is, it's main goal is the production of electric
power. Therefore it is necessary for us to clearly demonstrate that the irradiation of a calcium
containing target in BN-600 is both safe and within required technological parameters. These
considerations then determine the need to carry out a wide range of calculations: three-
dimensional multigroup neutron-physical calculations of the reactor BN-600, thermohydraulic
and strength predictions. The main predicted parameters will first be checked experimentally
at the small research reactors BR-1 and BR-10, IPPE, Obninsk, and then during test irradiation
of experimental irradiating assemblies in BN-600. The neutron fields during target irradiation
will be determined by the technique of activation detectors, and the rate of generation of 37Ar
by the technique of proportional counters used in radiochemical solar neutrino experiments.
The experimental compatibility tests of the material of the calcium-containing target with
construction materials of the breeder reactor will be tested on the sodium stand at the same
temperature regime as the target is expected to have in the industrial reactor.

A last stage of the work is the test calibration of an iodine detector module at Baksan
neutrino observatory. To estimate what can be the most convenient iodine target and how
much of it is needed for calibration one has to consider the following questions.

The reaction 127I(z/e, e~)127Xe has a very low cross section at 1 MeV. Preliminary estima-
tions, based on the IUCF (Indiana University Cyclotron Facility) measurements of G-T matrix
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elements via (p,n) reaction, show that the cross section is 1.15 -10~45 cm2. The most suitable
iodine containing target is liquid methylene iodide СН21г with a density of 3.32 g-cm~3,
which implies 3.15 g(I)-cm~3. Let us assume that the methylene iodide is placed between
two spherical shells with the neutrino source inside the inner shell and the outer shell 100 cm
distant from the inner shell. Then the 1 2 7Xe production rate will be 5.5 atoms 1 2 7Xe produced
per day per MCi 37Ar. For a compact neutrino source with ~ 50 cm of maximal dimension
one should build a tank for irradiation which will contain ~ 40 tons of methylene iodide.

To estimate the error on the measured source production rate one can make some realistic
assumptions for the exposure and counting conditions. Assume that a 3 7Ar source prototype
was made whose intensity was 0.4 MCi and that there was no delay before the start of the
first irradiation. Then the 1 2 7Xe production rate is 2.2 atoms/day. The source was left inside
the target continuously and 8 extractions are made, each with an extraction efficiency of 98 %.
The duration of the exposures is 4, 6, 8, 12, 18, 24, 28 and 28 days. The counting efficiency
is 75 % and the background rate is zero. Each run is counted continuously from 2 to 300 days
after extraction. Under these conditions, as our simulation shows, at least 6-9 1 2 7Xe atoms
are detected in each run leading to ~ 19 % of the error on the measured production rate.
Thus, the results of such an experiment must be considered as a rough test irradiation.
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DETECTOR LENS AS A NEW TOOL FOR SOLAR
NEUTRINO SPECTROSCOPY

V.N.Kornoukhov1

For the LENS collaboration2

LENS detector is a low-threshold, electron-flavor specific detector for real time measurement of the
solar neutrino spectrum at low energies. It is expected that 20 tons of Yb used as a neutrino target
should give several hundred events per year. The basic method for implementation of the LENS detector
is scintillator technique, namely a liquid scintillator doped (up to 10% in mass) with natural Yb.

Детектор LENS предназначен для детектирования с низким энергетическим порогом в реальном
времени спектра солнечных нейтрино низких энергий. Ожидается, что использование в качестве
мишени 20 т Yb позволит зарегистрировать несколько сотен событий в год. В основе метода
регистрации LENS используется жидкий сцинтиллятор с добавкой (до 10% по массе) природ-
ного Yb.

INTRODUCTION

Four pioneering experiments: Chlorine [1], SuperKamiokande [2], GALLEX [3] and
SAGE [4], have observed neutrino fluxes with substantially lower intensity than that pre-
dicted by Standard Solar Model (SSM). These predictions have recently been confirmed by
helioseismology [5] to a high precision, a fact disfavours astrophysical solutions proposed to
explain the discrepancies between the theory and measurements. This discrepancy constitutes
the so-called «Solar Neutrino Problem» which is the one of the most intriguing problems of
modern physics and astrophysics. Most physicists consider the solution of this problem to lie
in new physics, namely, physics of flavor oscillation of massive neutrino, that is a possibility
of great importance for all of the modern physics. The flavor oscillation models are based
on either vacuum oscillations («just-so» mechanism) or matter conversion (MSW effect) with
distinct sets of neutrino parameters.

These scenarios have very different predictions on the solar neutrino spectral distorsion
(see Fig. 1 [6]): MSW at small angle (SMA (a)) keeps the pp flux intact, while the 7Be flux
is completely converted; MSW at large angle (LMA (£>)) predicts variations between day and
night on high energy part of the spectrum due to a partional regeneration of neutrinos in the
Earth, the pp and 7Be flux being decreased by a factor of 2 or 3, respectively. MSW at
low mass value (LOW (c)) predicts strong day-night effects at low energy. The «just-so»
mechanism will cause seasonal variations on all components due to the excentricity of the
Earth orbit around the sun.

'e-mail: kornoukhov@mail.ru; kornoukhov@vxitep.itep.ru
2The full author list of the collaboration is given at the end of the paper.
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Thus the scenarios for flavor conversion will most
likely be discriminated through measurement of solar
neutrino flux including temporal variations, at all en-
ergies and for all neutrino spicies. The robust predic-
tions of the SSM are for the pp, pep and 7Be fluxes,
the pp flux being most strongly constrained by the
solar luminosity. In this context, it is no surprise that
real-time detection of the complete ue spectrum from
the sun and source-specific fluxes is of crucial impor-
tance for solving the solar neutrino problem. Only
the integral signal rates above a threshold from the
low-threshold Ga detectors are available till now, but
not the fluxes from specific solar neutrino sources.
So far, there exist several proposals to mesure the
pp flux in real time: HERON [7], GENIUS [8],
HELLAZ [9], MOON [10], and LENS [11].
First three experiments are based on neutrino-electron
scattering, which is caused both by the neutral and
charged weak currents, thus the signal is determined
by the flavor composion of the incident neutrino. The
scientific aim of MOON and LENS is the direct ob-
servation of the specific ve fluxes from pp, 7Be and
CNO reactions. In this paper, we discuss the LENS
(Low Energy Neutrino Spectroscopy) project.

Survial probabilities

1
E, MeV

10

Fig. 1. Predictions on the solar neutrino
spectral distorsion [6]

1. THE DETECTION PRINCIPLE AND RESPONSE
TO NEUTRINO CONVERSION SCENARIOS

Detector LENS [11] is based on using the Yb target for the solar neutrino capture (see
Fig. 2). Neutrino capture by 176Yb nucleous results in 194.5 and 339 keV excited isomer
states of 17<^Lu which decay to the 123 keV long-lived isomer state of 176Lu with a time
delay of 50 ns (the so-called «tagged» event). These neutrino events have a highly specific
signature: two events produced at the same point in the detector with an average delay time,
namely, a prompt electron with energy Ev - Q and a 72 keV 7 ray. Such a signature gives
the possibility of discriminating the neutrino signal against background by a factor of 106.
The neutrino threshold Q = 301 keV implies a sensitivity to the complete spectrum of low
energy solar neutrino, indentifying the pp and 7Be fluxes.

The basic input data for designing LENS are the cross sections of the GT transitions in
176 Yb for which the weak matrix elements B(GT) must be determined for each of the 1 + states
excited by neutrino capture. These values have been measured by charge exchange nuclear
reactions (p,n) and (3He, 3H) on 176Yb with projectile energy of 120-150 MeV/nucleon at
the cyclotron facility at Indiana (IUCF) and Osaka (RCNP) Universities in 1997-1999 [12].
The good agreement of the B(GT) values obtained in the two reactions provides a confidence
that the neutrino cross sections are reliable (B(GT) = 0.20 and 0.11 for 195 and 339 keV
excited states of 17<3Lu, respectively).
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Fig. 2. Yb-Lu levels and tags structure (energy values are in MeV). The left: neutrino lines from the
Sun and o lCr and 75Se sources

Figure 3 [13] shows the response of the LENS detector to the various scenarios for
flavor conversion mentioned above. Direct proof of conversion is visible in the large changes
produced on the pp neutrino peak in all of these scenarios (SMA (a), LMA (b), LOW (c) and
«just-so» mechanism). The SMA scenario keeps the pp flux nearly unaffected, while the 7Be
neutrino peak completly disappears. This zero result for charge weak current signal can be
compared in direct contrast to the nonzero electron-scattering signal in BOREXINO produced
by the converted /л/т neutrinos via the neutral weak current. Thus, LENS detector would be
complementary to the BOREXINO and bring most direct demonstration of flavor conversion
of the 7Be neutrino line.

2. IMPLEMENTATION

As envisaged from the beginning, the basic method for implementation of the LENS
detector is scintillator technique. The main technology for the Yb-loaded scintillator, presently
being studied, is a liquid scintillator (LS) doped (up to 10 % in mass) with natural Yb. Two
possibilities of detector design (segmentation detector and whole volume detector) are being
discussed now.

Another possibility which now is under investigation is a plastic scintillator doped with Yb.
The main parameters for a good detection of the signal with LS are:
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Fig. 3. Response of Yb detector to neutrino conversion scenarios [13]

• the light output of the Yb-loaded scintillator should be no less than 50 % of that of
unloaded scintillator, as one need detect 50 keV with reasonable precision;

• light transmission length is several meters;

• fast pulse timing, in order to identify pulses separated by tens of ns;

• long-term stability over periods of several years.

3. THE BACKGROUND

The neutrino signature in LENS is a delayed coincidence between two pulses occuring
at the same point in the detector. Thus, backgrounds can be classified in three different
categories:

Self-Correlation (SC) of Single Pulses. Since both prompt electron and 7-tag events are
detected in the same module, the time profile of scintillation photon emission from single event
can contain a statistical (Poisson) fluctuation with a time structure of a real pulse, mimicking
the delayed occurrence of 7-tag event. These SC-events rate increases with energy, so a small
transient mimicking of 72 keV event is more probable for a large initial pulse (e.g., in the
7Be and pep energy window) but relatively rare with low enegy events (in the pp energy
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gate). This effect depends crucially upon a signal quality (yield of photoelectrons/MeV) and
scintillation pulse time (percentage of slow component in the given time window and fall time
of a signal). The main defence against SC is a minimum delay cut (MDC) in the ve tag at
the cost of signal efficiency. For example, at MDC of 12 ns on the 7Be/pep signal candidates
could eliminate the SC background at the cost of ~ 20 % of the signal [13].

Accidental Background. Random coincidence between two uncorrelated single pulses are
responsible for this type of backgrounds. The rate will depend upon the contamination of the
detector in a, /3 and 7 emitters plus the part of the environment radiations (7 rays, neutrons)
able to reach the detector, and the coincidence rate will be inversely propotional to the spatial
granularity of the detector. The rate will be R = Л^Л^Лт, where N1, N2 are the signals
rates in the energy windows in the whole detector; Л (~ 10~4) is the fractional volume of
the module and т (~ 100 ns) is the time gate. For these typical values the tolerant level of
U/Th concentration is 0.1 ppb and n a tK/" a tLu is 0.1 ppm.

Correlated Background. Two sources of correlated background in LENS detector are
coincident cascades from two specific impurities, 2 3 5 U and 1 7 6Lu in the Yb material.

Lu contains 2.6 % long-lived 1 7 6Lu which emits the /З7 cascade: (J3+T- 508-1100 keV) -
(T = 2 ns) - (7: 88 keV), a profile similar to the neutrino tag. The 1 7 6Lu decay is relevant
despite the short lifetime of 2 ns because its specific activity is high. Since the Lu events
occur mostly at > 500 keV, they do not affect the pp signal (< 120 keV). At 0.1 ppm Lu
in Yb (considered industrially feasible), the Lu false-events reduce to ~ 4/y if the MDC =
40 ns, entailing a signal loss of ~ 55 % (worst case solution). There is the possibility of
producing Yb with purity < 1 ppb of n a t Lu with displacement ion exchange complexing
chromatography. Laboratory tests have been done [14]; proper equipment and industrial scale
technology exists in Russia.

2 3 5 U isotope (natural abundance 0.7%) emits a delayed ^7 cascade: 2 3 5 U —> 231Pa((/3:
0-300 keV) - (r = 60 ns) - (7: 84 keV)) that closely mimics the Yb pp signal tag at
0-120 keV. The Be and pep signals are not affected. A purity level as high as 10~1 6 g/g is
requested to keep this background to a sufficiently low level. The purity at level 10~1 2 g/g
can be achievable in Yb materials because the rare-earth industry uses standard extractants
which are several orders of magnitudes more efficient for actinidies than the rare-earths. Then
isotope dilution technique with U carrier depleted in 2 3 5 U (10~7 g/g) should be applied [15].

4. CALIBRATION WITH NEUTRINO SOURCE(S)

The interpretation of such an experiment has one major problem: the neutrino cross
section for the transition of 176Yb to the excited states of 1 7 6Lu is deduced from the cross
sections of (p,n) or (3He, 3H) scattering reactions with accuracy about 20% [12]. Thus we
plan to measure with high accuracy the specific neutrino cross sections to the two states in
Yb-Lu using two MCi-scale radioactive sources based on 5 1 Cr and 7 5Se.

The 5 1 Cr decays by electron capture with a Q-value of 751 keV and T 1 / 2 = 27.7 days
to the ground state of 5 1V and to its first excited state, which de-excites to the ground state
with the emission of a 320 keV 7 ray. The neutrino spectrum consists of four monoenergetic
lines 746 keV (81 %), 751 keV (9 %), 426 keV (9 %) and 431 keV (1 %) ([16, 17]). The high
energy neutrino lines (90 % yield) will populate both the Yb transitions.
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The 7 5Se [18] decays by electron capture with Q-value of 865 keV to the excited states
of 75As, which de-excite to the ground state and emit several neutrino lines, basic of them
are 451.08 keV (84.97%) and 461.42 keV (10.93%). The half-life for 7 5Se is 119.79 days,
this allows one to make the calibration experiment quite uninhibitedly. The basic neutrino
lines (96 % yield) are sensitive only to the lower level of 17GLu.

Thus these principal neutrino lines are of two sources that individually probe the two
of states of 1 7 0Lu. With this calibration strategy, the neutrino response of LENS can be
characterized completely.

The nuclear reactors and the technology for producing the sources are available in Russia
[19-21]. The LENS Coll. plans to reuse the 5 0 Cr material of GALLEX to make the 5 1 Cr
source and produce a new isotopically enriched target of 7 4Se for 7 oSe source. The kg-scale
8 2Se material for fi(3 study (NEMO Coll. [22]) have been produced in Russia with gaseous
centrifugation of volatile SeFe. The technical developments for neutrino sources production
are being coordinated at two suitable reactors L-2 (nickname LUDMILA) [19,20] and SM-3
[21] by a French-Germany-Russian team from LENS.

5. LIQUID SCINTILLATOR TECHNOLOGY

The main problem in the preparation of the Yb loaded scintillator is to find out the Yb
complex organic compound, highly soluble in aromatic solvent. Generally, the preparation of
the Yb loaded scintillator is grounded on a liquid-liquid extraction process (LLE). The LLE is
well established technological process, which proved its large application for a preparation of
highly concentrated and stable rare-earth complexes soluble in organic solvents. Many types
of rare-earth compounds and organic extractants have already been investigated [11, 23-25].
It was found that as extractants of the most interest are neutral phosphorusorganics (P=O):
phosphates, phosphonates and phosphine oxides, and carboxylic acids (C=O).

Carboxylic acids directly produce organometallic compounds which are dissolved in or-
ganic diluent. A technique for incorporating a macroconcentration Yb (~ 15 wt. %) in a
scintillation liquid by using one type of the carboxylic acid (2-ethylhexanoate acid) was
demonstrated by R.Raghavan [11].

However, the rare-earth carboxylates are not very stable. The (C=O)-compound degrada-
tion caused by a hydrolyses leads to a formation of a precipitate. So, extensive basic chemical
research of the carboxylic acids is continuing.

The main advantage of phosporusorganics as extractants is that the pH-range of complex
formation with the rare-earths is not overlapping with the hydrolyses pH-range [23]. Further-
more the chemical bonds that hold Yb ion to organic ligand increases in the order phosphate
< phosphonates < phosphinates < phosphine oxides more than 100 times.

Thus, the production of Yb liquid scintillator formulation consists of the following com-
ponents:

• inorganic forms: Yb metal, YbC^, and YbCNO3)3;

• organic extractants: carboxylic acids, phosphates (TBP — tributylphosphate, ТЕР — tri-
ethylphosphate), phosphonates (DBBP — dibutylbutylphosphonate, MDBP — methyl-
dibutylphosphonate), phosphine oxides (TiAPO — triisoamilphosphine oxide);
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• aromatic solvents: single-ring aromatics PC (pseudocumene), and double-ring aromatics
1-MN (a-methylnaphtalene), etc;

• fluor dopants and waveshifters: BPO, PPO, POPOP, bis-MSB.

The major results emerging in the Yb loaded liquid scintillator research can be summarized
as follows:

• loading: typically ~ 8 % for (P=O) compounds and ~ 12 % for (C=O) compounds;

• the light output value: ~ 40% for nitrates in double-ring (1-MN, DiPN) aromatics;
~ 40 % and ~ 60 % for chlorides with (P-O) in single-ring and double-ring aromatics,
correspondingly; ~ 50 % for 12 % Yb loading with 2-ethylhexanoates (C=O) in double-
ring aromatics;

• transparency: transparency of most LS components is good (~ several meters), but
except aromatic solvent — 1-MN, (P=O) extractants — TiAPO, DBBP and LS based
on these reagents (~ 50—120 cm);

• long term stability: all nitrate compounds are stable > 1 y, chlorides are stable with
phosphonates and phosphinoxides; Yb organometallic compounds (with C=O) are not
stable and still under intensive investigation.

It is important to note that the preparation of Yb loaded LS is also compatible with
industrial scale of production and purification technology of rare-earths which is based on
LLE process using the same (P=O)-compounds.

6. CENTRAL LABORATORY FOR LENS (CELL)

CELL is created to transfer and implement the LS technologies developed in local labo-
ratories and produce test programs of interest to the prototype program using the facilities of
Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS) such as its underground 7-ray counting set-ups
for quality control of radiopurity of materials, the well-instrumented chemical laboratory facil-
ity, and others. The starting phase of CELL is influenced by the impact of the acknowledged
chemical and nuclear expertise of Russian groups and can be enhanced by opportunities for
research work in the facilities of LNGS.

Scientific goals of CELL are:

• quantity control of each component and final scintillator mixure;

• development of ultraclean liquid handling system for distributing scintillator to mea-
surement modules;

• production of final Yb loaded LS.

Objectives of CELL are:

• development of infrastructure and expertise of personall to carry out the LENS program;

• production of ton-scale scintillator protopype for optimization of design;

• making measurement with prototype.
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7. RUSSIA IN LENS

Several institutions from Russian Academy of Science and Ministry of Atomic Energy are
participating in LENS. Their potential contributions to the project can be outlined as a list of
the following items:

• production of high activity neutrino sources (51Cr and 7oSe) for LENS calibration
procedure;

• production and purification at «kg»-scale of high enriched in 50Cr/74Se material as a
target for 51Cr and 75Se source production;

• production of high enriched 238U (depleted in 235U at 0.1 ppm) at tenths (hundred)
grams for isotope dilute purification procedure;

• production of 20 tons of high purity Yb (Lu free at ~ 1 ppb level);

• production of high purity extractans: TBP, TiAPO, DBBP, etc., at ~ 100 t scale.

The high flux nuclear reactors, high productivity gaseous centrifuges, industrial chemical
equipments for Yb production and purification are available in Russia [26]. The main question
here is how to finance these enterprises in the framework of LENS project.

CONCLUSION

LENS is ^-flavor, real time detector for measurement of low energy solar neutrino
flux, specifying the pp and 7Be neutrinos individually. It will complement future low energy
neutrino experiments (BOREXINO, HELLAZ, HERON, GENIUS), all of which are scattering
experiments (whose signal depends on the flavor mixure of the incident neutrinos).

The main goal now is to develop the optimum formulation of Yb-loaded LS and build up
the prototype of ~ 1 m3 volume to study the backgrounds and detector performance. After
positive answer the questions we hope to converge towards a proposal of LENS project.
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LIMITS ON DIFFERENT MAJORON DECAY MODES
OF 1 0 0Mo, 1 1 6Cd, 82Se, AND 9 6Zr FOR NEUTRINOLESS

DOUBLE BETA DECAYS IN THE NEMO-2 EXPERIMENT
V. Vasilyev et al.

(NEMO collaboration1)

The NEMO-2 tracking detector located in the Frejus underground laboratory was designed as a
prototype for the NEMO-3 detector and to study different modes of double beta decay. Measurements
with 1 0 0 Mo, n 6 C d , 8 2Se, and 9 6 Zr were carried out. Presented here are the experimental half-life
limits on double beta decays for new Majoron emission modes and limits on effective neutrino-Majoron
coupling constants.

Детектор NEMO-2, расположенный в подземной лаборатории Фреджус и сконструирован-
ный как прототип детектора NEMO-3, предназначен для изучения различных мод двойного бета-
распада. Были проведены измерения изотопов 1 0 0 Мо, 1 1 6Cd, 8 2Se и S 6Zr. В работе представлены
новые экспериментальные пределы на различные моды двойного бета-распада с испусканием май-
орона и эффективных констант связи нейтрино-майорон.

INTRODUCTION

Spontaneous violation of global (B—L) symmetry in gauge theories leads to the existence
of a massless Goldstone boson, the Majoron. At the beginning of the 1980's there were
considered to be singlet [1], doublet [2] and triplet [3] Majoron models. All these models
resulted in the neutrinoless double beta (2/3) decay with the emission of a Majoron (x°):

(A,Z)-+(A,Z + 2) + 2e-+x°- (D

However, the interaction of the triplet (or doublet) Majorons with the Z° boson would
give a contribution to the width of the Z° decay, which corresponds to two (or 1/2) additional
massless neutrino types (see, for example, [4-6]). LEP data gives 2.994 ± 0.012 neutrino
types [7], thus triplet and some doublet Majorons are excluded. Nevertheless, in Ref. 8 it is
proposed that a small gauge coupling constant does not eliminate the possibility of a large
Yukawa coupling with neutrinos. Thus, the singlet and doublet Majorons can still contribute
to neutrinoless 2/5 decay [8,9].

Another possibility for neutrinoless 2/3 decay with Majoron emission arises in supersym-
metry models with Д-parity violation [9,10]. It was first stated in [10] that there is the
possibility of a 20x°X° decay with the emission of two Majorons:

(A,Z)^(A,Z + 2) + 2e- + 2X°. (2)

'The full author list of the collaboration is given at the end of the paper.
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In the 1990's several new Majoron models were suggested. The term «Majoron» here
denotes massless or light bosons with a coupling to neutrinos. In these models Majoron
can carry a lepton charge, but cannot be a Goldstone boson [11]. Additionally there can be
decays with the emission of two Majorons [12]. In the models with a vector Majoron it is a
longitudinal component of the massive gauge boson emitted in 2(3 decay [13]. All these new
objects are called Majorons for simplicity.

dN/dE

250

200

50

n = 7

/ \и = 5 n= 1
n = 3 у"-.

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

£,keV
Fig. 1. Energy spectra of different modes of 2/32i/ (тг = 5), 2/?x° (n = 1 and 3) and 2Px°X°(n
3 and 7) decays of 1 0 0 Mo

Table 1. Different Majoron models according to [12,14]. The mode IIF corresponds to the model of
C.D.Carone [13]

Case

IB
1С
ID
IE
IIB
IIC
IID
HE
IIF

Decay mode

2/3x°
2/?X°

2/3x°X°
2/?X°X°
Wx°
2/3x°

2/3xOX°
2^X°X°

2/?X°

Goldstone boson

no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes

gauge boson

L

0
0
0
0

- 2
- 2
- 1
- 1
-2

n

1
1
3
3
1
3
3
7
3

Matrix element

MF — MGT

MF — MGT

MFu2 - MGToJ2

MFu2 - MGTul2

MF - MGT

MCR

MFiO2 - MGTul2

MFul2 - MGTul2

Men

, In Table 1 there are nine Majoron models presented (following [12-14]), which are
considered in this work. It is divided into two sections, one for lepton number violation and
one for lepton number conserving models. The table also shows whether the corresponding
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2(5 decay is accompanied by the emission of one or two Majorons. The next three entries list
the main features of the models: the third column lists whether the Majoron is a Goldstone
boson or not (or a gauge boson in the case of vector Majorons, type IIF). In column four
the leptonic charge L is given. Column five gives the «spectral index» n of the summed
energy of the emitted electrons, which is defined by the phase space of the emitted particles,
G ~ (Qpp — T)n. Here Q@p is the energy released in the decay; and T, the energy of the
two electrons. Energy spectra of different modes of 2(52is (n = 5), 2fix0 (n = 1 and 3)
and 2Px°X° ( n = 3 and 7) decays are presented in Fig. 1. The different shapes can be used
to distinguish the different Majoron decay modes from each other and 2(5 decay with the
emission of two neutrinos. In the last column of Table 1 the nuclear matrix elements (NME)
are listed.

Attempts to observe 2/3 decay with Majoron emission have been undertaken for the
last 20 years. Consequently there now exist strong limits on the «standard» Majoron with
the «standard» electron energy spectrum shape (n = 1), see Table 2. The best limits
on the Majoron coupling constant ((<?ee)) were obtained in experiments with 1 2 8 Te [15],
u 6 C d [16], 1 0 0 Mo [17], and 1 3 6Xe [27] yielding a limit on {gee) on the level ~ 10" 4 .
Sufficiently less information exists for «nonstandard» Majoron models. The most carefully
studied «nonstandard» models are being investigated with 7 6 Ge [18]. There are also limits on
decays with the emission of two Majorons in 1 0 0 Mo [19] and 1 1 6 Cd [20].

Table 2. Summary of the best results on the 2@x° decay with n = 1. AH limits are presented at the
90 % C.L. The dispersion of {gee) values is due to uncertainties in the NME calculation. The NME
from the following works were used: 4 8Ca — [29-31], 150Nd — [32-35], and others — [16, 24, 31,
33-37]

Nucleus

4 8 Ca
7 S Ge
8 2 Se
9 6 Zr

1 0 0 Mo
u 6 C d
128T e

i 3 o T e

1 3 6 X e
1 5 0 N e

1\/2, У

> 7.2 • 1 0 2 0

> 7.9 • 1021

> 2.4 • 1021

> 3.9 • 102 0

> 3.1 • 1021

> 1.2-1021

[25]
[26]
[23]
[24]
[17]
[16]

> 2 • 1O24 (geochemical) [15]
> 0.8 • 1021 (geochemical) [15]

> 7.2 • 1021

> 2.8 • 102 0

[27]
[28]

{9ee), Ю- 4

< (5.3-8.8)
< (2.6-7.5)
< (2.3-4.3)
< (2.6-4.9)
< (1-4.3)

< (1.2-4.4)
< (0.7-1.4)
< (2.8-6.8)
< (1.3-3.8)
< (1-5.4)

In this work a systematic search for 2(5 decays with different Majoron types was carried
out for 1 0 0 Mo, 1 1 6Cd, 8 2Se, and 9 6Zr, using the experimental data obtained with the NEMO-2
detector [21]. Limits on the standard Majoron (n = 1) were published earlier [16,22-24].

1. NEMO-2 DETECTOR

The NEMO-2 detector (Fig. 2) consists of a 1 m 3 tracking volume filled with helium
gas and 4 % ethyl alcohol. Vertically bisecting the detector is the plane of the source foil
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(1 x 1 m). Tracking is accomplished with long open Geiger cells with an octagonal cross
section defined by 100 /xm nickel wires. On each side of the source foil there are 10 planes
of 32 cells which alternate between vertical and horizontal orientations. Collectively the cells
provide three-dimensional tracking of charged particles.

Fig. 2. The NEMO-2 detector without shielding: I — central frame with the source plane capable of
supporting plural source foils; 2 — ten frames of 2 x 32 Geiger cells for tracking; 3 — scintillator array

A calorimeter made of scintillators covers two vertical opposing sides of the tracking
volume. It consisted of two planes of 64 scintillators for the 100Mo measurements and 25
scintillators for the 116Cd, 82Se and 96Zr measurements (12 x 12 x 2.25 cm and 19 x 19 x 10 cm,
respectively). In the last case low-radioactivity photomultipliers tubes (PMT) were used.
Finally, the tracking volume and scintillators were surrounded by a lead (5 cm) and iron
(20 cm) shield.

1.1. Performance. Details of the performances and parameters of NEMO-2 are described
elsewhere [16,21-24] while the most salient characteristics are briefly outlined here. As
mentioned above, the three-dimensional measurements of charged particle tracks are provided
by the array of Geiger cells. The transverse position is given by the drift time and the
longitudinal position by the plasma propagation times. The transverse resolution is 500 pm
and the longitudinal resolution is 4.7 mm. Track reconstruction is accomplished with the
tracking method based on the Kalman filter [38]. The calorimeter energy resolution (FWHM)
is 18% at 1 MeV with a time resolution of 275 ps (550 ps at 0.2 MeV). A laser and fiber
optics device is used to check the stability of the scintillation detectors.
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1.2. Event Definition. An electron is defined by a track linking the source foil and one
scintillator. The maximum scattering angle along the track has to be less than 20° to reject
hard scattering situations. A photon is recognized as one or two adjacent fired scintillators
without an associated particle track. For photons and electrons an energy deposited greater
than 200 keV is required in order to obtain sufficiently good time resolution. The two-electron
events are defined by two tracks which have a common vertex and are associated with two
fired scintillators with a deposited energy of at least 200 keV in each one. In the analysis, a
two-electron event is identified as (2e); an electron-photon event, as (cy). A more detailed
description of the analysis procedure can be found in Refs. 16, 22-24.

1.3. Source-Foils Parameters. Natural (163 g) and 100Mo enriched (172 g) molybdenum
metallic foils were manufactured using a standard rolling technology. They were studied in
the first experiment. The enriched and natural foils each defined half of the central plane.
The second experiment used natural (143 g) and 116Cd enriched (152 g) cadmium metallic
foils. The third experiment involved selenium and zirconium sources, which were composed
of strips that were produced using a special technique to deposit the material with a binder on
mylar films. Masses of enriched materials were mse = 157 g and mz r = 20.5 g and natural
were mse = 134 g and raz, = 18.3 g. The Se was placed in the outer region of the central
plane and Zr foils in the inner portion of the central plane. The thicknesses of the foils were
approximately 40-50 mg • cm"2 for all foils.

Values of the different contaminations in the foils were obtained with the NEMO-2 detector
by analysing electron-gamma and single-electron events, as explained in the sections devoted
to backgrounds. These results were compared with HPGe detector measurements.

2. BACKGROUNDS

Backgrounds for the NEMO-2 detector had «internal» and «external» origins. Events
connected with natural samples were used to estimate the external background in the enriched
samples.

The «external» background is due to photons coming from outside of the tracking detector
and interacting with the source foils or with the scintillators. Compton electrons produced
in the scintillators and crossing the tracking device were rejected by time-of-flight analysis.
Compton electrons produced in the source foils can generate a secondary electron by Moller
scattering. A double Compton effect or pair production is also seen as a 2e event (NEMO-2
could not distinguish between e+ and e~). These 2e background events cannot be rejected
by time-of-flight cuts. The dominant contribution to the external background comes from
the flux of photons emitted by radon located between the tracking detector and the shielding.
Another source of background is due to the flux of photons emitted by the PMTs.

Radioactive pollution in the source foils produces a background identified as «internal».
An electron which gives rise to the Moller effect, or is associated with an internal conversion
electron, or a Compton electron can produce a 2e background event.

The main part of the 2e background events are due to Moller scattering which leads
mainly to small angles between the two electrons. This is not the case for 2/32i/ decay, where
the angles are wide. To improve the signal-to-background ratio the cut cos (#12) < 0.6 on the
angle between two electrons, (#12), was applied in the 2e event selection for the measurements
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with 1 1 6Cd, 8 2Se, and 9GZr. Unfortunately the raw data of 1 0 0 Mo experiment were not saved,
and the data were analyzed without this cut.

Since the enriched samples of 1 0 0 Mo, 1 1 GCd, and 8 2Se were rather pure the major part
of the background in that experiments is of «external» origin. This is not the case with the
9 6 Zr where the background is most of «internal» origin. More thoroughly the problem of the
backgrounds is considered in previous works [16,22-24].

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Analysis Methods of Experimental Data. The experimental data from enriched
samples are shown in Fig. 3 as solid line histograms. The sums of external and internal
backgrounds for the different experiments are presented as dashed line histograms. The
detection efficiencies for the decays depend on the energy of the electrons and were calculated
for all four nuclei, for all the Majoron modes (spectral indices n = 1,3 and 7) and for the
double beta-decay (n = 5) by a Monte-Carlo simulations with the GEANT 3.21 code.
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Fig. 3. The 2e events (solid line) and estimated backgrounds (dashed line) for 1 0 0 Mo (a), u s C d (6),
S 2 Se (c), and 9 6 Zr (d)

Obtaining of limits on the different modes was performed by two methods. In the first
one we estimated Т^Д2" from our measurements. Then one can get limits on the Majoron
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mode if the 2/?2f and background are known and used as expected averages in the Helene
formula [39] for Poisson processes:

n0

CL(N) = 1 - (3)
n = 0

where ць is the expected average number of events in an interval and is defined by the sum
of 2(32i/ and background events; щ is the number of observed events in the same interval;
and N is the limit on the mean number of events from a signal. The dependent variable in
this equation is the parameter N while the CL(N) is fixed at 90%.

If one considers the existence of both 2/?2z/ and Majoron decay modes, then the T?^ 2 "
estimation should not depend on the existence or absence of decays with the emission of x°-
This is applicable for 2j3\° with spectral index n = 1, where the 2/32^ and Majoron spectra
profiles peak in different energy regions (Fig. 1). This was done in previous works [16,22-24].
Results for all nuclei are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Limits on Тг/2(у) at 90 % C.L. for decays with Majoron emission, estimated via the Helene
formula

Mucleus

n = 1
n = 3
n = 7

1 0 0 Mo

> 5.0 • 102 0 [22]
> 9.9 • 101 9

> 1.7 • 102 0

n 6 C d

> 1.2- 1021 [16]
> 4.6 • 102 0

> 2.0 • 102 0

8 2 Se

> 2.4 • 102 1 [23]
> 1.1 • 1021

> 3.7 • 102 0

9 6 Zr

> 3.5 • 102 0 [24]
> 6.3 • 101 9

> 5.1 • 101 9

Also shown, for comparison only, are the calculations by the Helene formula method for
modes with other spectral indices.

In the case when shapes of the spectra are similar, one cannot use the Helene formula,
and should follow another method. If one considers the Majoron modes as existing decay
channels similar to 2/32z/, then the experiment is the sum of two processes, 2/?2z/ decay and
decay with x° emission. Thus, one cannot know the expected number of 2^2^ decays and
should set a limit on the decays with Majoron emission by analysing the deviation in the shape
of the experimental data calculated for 2/32f decay. This can be done with the likelihood
function.

Here the experimental spectrum was again treated as a histogram. One then needs to take
into account that the distribution of the events in each bin is a Poisson one and independent
of the others. Thus, one constructs the likelihood function as:

(4)
1 *exp i'

where ni and ri2 are the bin numbers of the energy interval; 7Vexp j is the number of
experimental events in the i-th bin; N\m-i is the expected number of background events; and
rjpi and r\Xi are the Monte-Carlo simulated efficiencies of 2/32г/ and Majoron decays in the
г-th bin. Finally, Np and Nxo are the average numbers of decays and they are considered as
free parameters.
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To find the confidence level for the upper limit on the mean number of decays with
Majoron emission (Nxup) this function (4) has to be normalized and then integrated over all
possible values of N/3 and Nx from 0 to iVxup:

CL(Nxup) =

dNxjdN0L(N0,Nx)

JdNxfdNpL(N0,Nx)
о о

(5)

Again, this is an equation for the free parameter Nxup, where CL(Nxup) is fixed. To simplify
the calculation in the case of 1 0 0 Mo, for bins with a large number of the events (> 14 events)
the Poisson distribution was replaced by a Gaussian distribution. The results are presented in
Table 4.

Table 4. Limits on Ti/2 at 90 % C.L. for decays with Majoron emission, estimated with the help of
likelihood function ..

Nucleus

n,= 1
71 = 3

1 0 0 Mo

> 6.0 • 102 0

> 1.6 • 1 0 2 0

> 4 . 1 - 1 0 1 9

1 1 6 Cd

> 9.2 • 1 0 2 0

> 3.5 • 102 0

> 4 . 1 - 1 0 1 9

8 2 Se

> 2.3 • 1021

> 6.3 • 102 0

> 1,1 • 102 0

9 e Zr

> 3.1 • 102 0

> 6.3 • 101 9

> 2.4-101 9

3.2. Results and Discussion. The half-life limits for different isotopes and decay modes
are presented in Tables 3 and 4. Using the half-lives one can get limits on the coupling
constants for different Majoron models via the relations (6) and (7).

= |{ge e}|2 |M.|2G for 2pX° (6)

\ = |<g e e)|4 |M|2G for 2/?x°x°- (7)

The relevant matrix elements M and values of phase spaces G are presented in Tables 5
and 6. Using the data from Table 4 the limits on the coupling constants are calculated and
presented in Table 7. In addition, the limits on Majoron-neutrino coupling constants obtained
in the 7 6 Ge experiment [18] are presented. Note that for 1 0 0 Mo and 1 1 6 Cd there were also
limits obtained on decays with two Majorons emission (n = 3) for which the limits are
> 5.3 • 101 9 у (68 % C.L.) [19] and > 2.6 • 102 0 у (90 % C.L.) [20], respectively.

To summarize the results reported here more thoroughly one can note the following. For
100Mo- the limit on decays with n = 3 obtained here is three times higher than that in [19],
while the limit on decays with n = 7 is given for the first time. The result for n = 1 [22] is
several times lower than in [17]. .

The limit on 1 1 6 Cd decays with n = 3 is two times higher than that in [20]. The limit on
decays with n = 7 is presented for the first time. The limit on decays with Majoron emission
for n = 1, obtained in [20], coincides with the results of our earlier work [16].

Next, for 9 6 Zr all the limits are presented for the first time in a direct counting experiment.
They can be compared with the geochemical experiments, which give a half-life, Тг/2 =
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Table 5. The pn-QRPA nuclear matrix elements for different nuclei. For 8 2Se, 1 0 0Mo, and l l e C d

NME are taken from [18]. For 96Zr the MF - MGT is presented in [24], the Men value is the lowest

among the other nuclei which is taken as a conservative estimation, and for the MFul? — MGTu,i

used the same estimate as for the other nuclei in [18]

Nucleus

8 2 Se
1 0 0 Mo
U 6 C d

9 6 Zr

Mp — MGT

4.03
4.86
3.29
5.58

Men

0.14
0.16
0.10
0.10

MFuJ2 ~ MGTul2

Ю-3

Ю-3

Ю-3

Ю-3

Table 6. Phase-space integrals (G [y x]) for different nuclei and models of decay [18]. Zr phase

space for n = 1 is taken from [40], and for те = 3 and 7 it is calculated following the formulas of [14]

Nucleus

82
Se

°Mo
eCd
6Zr

2/3x°, n = 1

1.03- 10-15

1.80-Ю" 1 5

1.75 • 10" 1 5

1.24 -10~ 1 5

2/?X°. n = 3

3.49-10" 1 8

7.28-10" 1 8

6.95 - К Г 1 8

1.07- 1Q-1 7

2px°x°,n = 3

1.01 - l O " 1 7

1.85 • 10~1 7

1.60-10-1 7

2.81-lO" 1 7

7.73-10- 1 7

1.54-10-1 6

1.03 - К Г 1 6

3.26 -10- 1 6

Table 7. Limits on the Majoron coupling constant (gee) at the 90 % C.L. for 8 2 Se, 96Zr, 1 0 0 Mo, and
n e C d . 7 6Ge results are presented for comparison

Model

IB
1С
IIB

ID
IE

IIC
IID
IIF

HE

Mode

2/?X°
20x°
2/9x°

2/3x°X°
2px°X°

Wx°
2Px°X°

2Px°

2Px°X°

n

1
1
1

3
3
3
3
3

7

<
<
<

8 2Se

1.6 • 10"*
1.6 • 10"*
1.6 • 10"*

<3.5
<3.5

< 0.15
< 3.5
<0.15

<3.3

<
<
<

9 6Zr

2.6 • 10"*
2.6 • 10-*
2.6 • 10"*

<4.7
<4.7

<0.36
<4.7
< 0.36

<3.2

1 0 0 Mo

<2.0-10"4

< 2.0 • 10-*
< 2.0 • 10"*

<4.3
<4.3
<0.19
<4.3
<0.19

<3.6

1 1 6 Cd

< 2.1 • 10" 4

< 2.1 • 10-*
< 2.1 • 10" 4

<3.6
<3.6
< 0.20
<3.6
<0.20

<3.9

76

< 2
< 2
< 2

<

<

3e [18]

.3 • 10"4

.3 • 10-4

.3 • 10"4

<4.1
<4.1
С 0.18
< 4.1
С 0.18

< 3 . 3

(3.9 ± 0.9) • 10 1 9 y. This result is treated as a half-life for 2/32i/, while T 1 / 2 > 3 • 10 1 9 у

should be treated as a limit on all possible transitions 96Zr—>96Mo, such as those involving

Majoron emission processes. The NEMO-2 limits exceed those obtained from geochemical

experiments for all types of decays with Majoron emission (n = 1,3 and 7).

Finally, the 8 2 Se results for n = 3 and 7 are presented here for the first time. Note that

the result for the transition with n = 1 [23] is also the most stringent for 8 2 Se. Analysis

of the results documented above shows that the best limits on the coupling constant for all
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«nonstandard» decays with Majoron emission (n = 3 and 7) were obtained with the NEMO-2
experiment with 8 2Se.

CONCLUSION

Though NEMO-2 was developed as a prototype for NEMO-3 [41], the limits obtained
on 2/3-decay processes with Majoron emission are good enough. In particular limits on
«nonstandard» Majoron with n = 3 and 7 are more stringent than the limits coming from
other experiments. The current plan is to start measurements with the NEMO-3 detector at
the end of the year 2000. The total mass of the 2(3 sources will be increased to 10-15 kg,
and different isotopes ( 1 0 0Mo, 8 2Se, U 6 C d , 1 3 0 Te, 1 5 0Nd, and 9 eZr) will be investigated. The
sensitivity to half-life measurments for processes with Majoron emission (n = 1,3 and 7) will
be improved by 10 to 100 times, while the limits on the coupling constant will be improved
by 3 to 10 times, depending on the type of decay.
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SEARCH FOR 76Ge AND 150Nd DOUBLE BETA DECAY
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New results of an experimental search for two neutrino double beta decay (2г/ДО) of 7 6 Ge and 1 5 0 Nd
to excited states of the daughter nuclei are presented. Data from 228 days of measurements performed
with four HPGe detectors in the low background laboratory of the Baksan neutrino observatory yield
new lower limits T 1 / 2 ( 0 + -» 0^) > 6.2 • 102 1 у at 90% C.L. for transition of 7 6 Ge to 0~{ level of 7 6 Se
and T 1 / 2 (0+ -> 0+) > 1.5 • 102 0 у at 90% C.L. for transition of 1 S 0 Nd to 0^ level of 1 5 0Sm.

Приводятся результаты экспериментального поиска двухнейтринного двойного бета-распада
7 6 Ge и l o 0 N d на возбужденные уровни дочерних ядер. Анализ данных, набранных за 228 дней
измерений с четырьмя HPGe-детекторами в подземной низкофоновой лаборатории БНО ИЯИ РАН,
позволил установить новые пределы на периоды полураспада Ti/2(0+ —» 0̂ ~) > 6,2 • 1021 лет при
90% C.L. для (2г/ДО)-перехода 7 e Ge на 0+-уровень дочернего ядра 7 6 Se и Т 1 / 2 ( 0 + -> Of) >
1,5 • 102 0 лет при 90% C.L. для (21/ДО)-перехода 1 5 0 Nd на 0+-уровень дочернего ядра 1 5 0Sm.

INTRODUCTION

Recent interest in double beta decay ((3(3 decay) is mostly connected with the neutrinoless
mode, because the neutrinoless (3(3 decay (Qvp(3) is the only practical way to determine the
neutrino mass if neutrinos are Majorana particles [1]. This and some other features make
the search for neutrinoless (3(3 decay invaluable for exploring nonstandard model physics.
Nevertheless, new results of experimental search for the two neutrino double beta decay
(2v(3(3) (transitions to the ground and excited states) yield a better understanding of the
nuclear part of double beta decay, and allows one to check theoretical schemes of nuclear
matrix element calculations [2, 3].

1. EXPERIMENT

The experiment to search for 2(3 decay of 7 6 Ge and 1 5 0 Nd with the use of four HPGe
detectors is carried out in the framework of the IGEX collaboration in the Baksan under-
ground low-background laboratory of the Institute for Nuclear Research of Russian Academy
of Sciences. The laboratory is placed at a depth of 660 m (w.e.). The walls of the low-
background chamber are composed from 50 cm low-radioactive concrete, 50 cm dunite and
8 mm steel [4]. Thus, gamma background inside the chamber is reduced by a factor of 100 in
comparison with the surrounding rocks. All detectors are placed in a common passive shield
which consists of 12 cm of copper, 6 cm of lead sheets, 15 cm of lead bricks, and 8 cm
of borated polyethylene. The cosmic ray muon flux at this depth is reduced by a factor of 2000,
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nevertheless, liquid scintillator active shield is used for addi-

tional background reduction. The active shield efficiency was

defined as « 93 %. Detailed description of the set-up is given

in [4-6].

Conventional NIM electronic devices controlled by PC

permit one to have complete information about each event

in the detection system, namely, amplitude of a signal from

each Ge detector; time of event and active shield trigger signal

came in 20 /i.s time window.

Four low-background germanium detectors with masses

about 1 kg each are used in the experiment [6]. Three of them

have an active mass « 0.7 kg and are made of a material

isotopically enriched in 7 G G e to 87 %. Detector manufactured

from natural germanium has an active mass « 0.99 kg. All de-

tectors are placed in common passive and active shields. Such

a composition of detectors allows us to search for gamma

quanta from cascade of (Of —> 2 + —> 0 + ) transition simulta-

neously from 7 6 G e (escaped from one of the detectors) and
1 5 0 N d (escaped from a sample). A sample of 1 5 0 N d with effective mass 50 g (~ 60 mm long

and и 25 mm in diameter) is placed between Ge detectors along the vertical axis of symmetry

of the detector assembly. Distances between centres of Ge detectors are 100 mm. Copper

cup of each detector has diameter « 90 mm and hight и 120 mm. Top view of the detector

assembly with the 1 5 0 N d sample is shown in Fig. 1. The described composition of detectors

has obvious advantages for detecting gamma quanta from cascade of (Of —» 2 + —> 0 + )

transition in comparison with detector assemblies used in the other long-term experiments

of 7 6 G e ДО-decay searching for. For example, Ge detectors placed inside a common shield

have additional individual lead shield for each detector in the experiment [8]. Such screening

reduces an efficiency of the multidetector set-up in detecting ДО-decay modes with transition

to the excited states. Double-beta and gamma-decay schemes of 7 6 G e and 1 5 0 N d a r e presented

in Fig. 2, a, b respectively. One can see a fine signature of events due to both decay of 7 6 G e

to Oj level of 7 6 S e and decay of 1 5 0 N d to Qf level of 1 5 0 S m .

Fig. 1. Top view of the

HPGe detector assembly with

the 1 5 0 N d sample

76'As 150'Pm
2 +

1 5 0 Nd

gpp= 3367.3 keV 407.1 keV
2 +

V
334.4 keV

— 0+

150,'Sm
Fig. 2. № Ge (a) and 1 & uNd (fc) double-beta decay schemes

For 7 e Ge ДО decay a sum energy of two electrons is detected by one of the detec-
tors and one or two emitted from the same detector 7 quanta can be simultaneously de-
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tected with a good resolution (и 2 keV) in one (or more) of other three detectors. Monte
Carlo simulation program based on GEANT code has been used for calculation of effective
volumes of the detectors and overall detection efficiencies for different double beta decay
modes, as well as for estimation of sensitivity of the experiment for different opportunities
of data taking and treatment [7]. It was shown that the highest sensitivity in searching for
7CiGe(2/32z/)76Se(0*) decay can be achieved in data analysis of a coincidence sum spec-
trum of any pair of detectors (coincidences between any two spectra from four Ge detectors)
[8, 9]. Such two-dimensional coincident spectrum simulated for 76Ge(2/32^)76Se(0+) decay
is shown in Fig. 3. Corresponding two-dimensional spectrum accumulated for 228 days in
anticoincidence with active shield is shown in Fig. 4. The optimal detection regions (ROIs) for
events due to 76Ge(2/32^)76Se(0+) decay are shown in this figure, too. They were obtained
as a result of searching for maximum of signal to background ratio taking into account both
experimental and calculated spectra. These ROIs correspond to energy regions (556-565) x
(60-916) keV for axis of abscissae (El) and axis of ordinates (E2). Total detection effi-
ciency for 76Ge(2/32i/)7GSe(0f) transition calculated for such data composition in the above
determined ROIs was found as 1.7 %.

E2, keV E2, keV

200

• • ' • . : . ' • : : ' • • • • • ' • - • • • " • ' • • ' • - . - •

i i i i i i 1 i i 1 i i i i

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
£,,keV

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
Ev keV

Fig. 3. МС simulated coincidence (of any two from four germanium) spectrum for Ge(2/32f) Se(0j )
transition

Fig. 4. Experimental coincidence (of any two from four detectors) spectrum accumulated for 228 days.
Boxes mark ROI for 7eGe(2/32i/)76Se(0^) transition

Some «event strips» located perpendicularly to axes have been observed in the two-
dimensional experimental spectrum (Fig. 5). It was determined that they are due to cascade
gamma quanta 570 and 1064 keV from a point-like impurity of 2 0 7 Bi in the neodymium
sample. There is also «diagonal of events» (Fig. 4) corresponding to interaction of gamma
quanta with energy 1461 keV from the local impurity of 4 0 K in an inner resistor located inside
the cap of one of the detectors. It was possible to perform such localization of the impurities
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cpd/keV

due to detailed analysis of ratio between corresponding gamma-peak areas in partial one-
dimensional spectra accumulated from each of four detectors. Because such the ratios depend
also on the detector active volumes, the special calibration measurements were performed
with the point-like 4 0K, e o Co, 1 3 7 Cs and 2 0 7 Bi
sources located in a lot of different points in-
side and outside the detector assembly.

The sensitivity optimization procedure per-
formed for the 15oNd(2/J, 2^ + 0u)15OSm(Ot)
transition shows that we can achieve higher
sensitivity for this decay in the case of one-
dimensional sum spectrum accumulated from
all four detectors in comparison with two-
dimensional coincidence spectrum. A frag-
ment of the experimental one-dimensional sum
energy spectrum of four detectors near the
15ONd(2/3,2z/ + Oz/)15OSm(Oj) region of in-
terest is shown in Fig. 5.
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2. RESULTS

Limits on half-life were obtained by using
expression
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Fig. 5. A fragment of the experimental one-
dimensional spectrum near the 15ONd(2/3,1v +
0^)15OSm(0]1") region of interest

where NQ is the number of 7 6 Ge ( l o 0Nd) nuclei, t is the measurement time; e is the detection
efficiency of events in ROI; Nb is the number of events in the region of interest.

For the case of the 76Ge(2/?2i/)76Se(0f) transition a total count rate of events is 0.34 ±
0.04 cpd in the corresponding two-dimentional ROIs. Statistically significant excess of count
rate was not observed in these ROIs in comparison with surrounding regions, and data from
228 day measurements yield a new lower limit: T 1 / 2 ( 0 + —> Of) > 6.2 • 102 1 у at 90%
C.L. for the 76Ge(2/32i/)7eSe(0f) transition. The best previous result for this transition was
obtained in work [10], and it is equal to T 1 / 2 ( 0 + -> Of) > 1.7-1021 у at 90% C.L.

The result of a fit of the sum energy spectrum of four detectors in the regions corresponding
to gamma lines for 15ONd(2/3,2z/-|-0i/)15OSm(0f) transition gives a negative value of counts.
In such a case Bayes approach [11] gives N < 50.8 events in ROI and it corresponds to
0.22 ± 0.03 cpd count rate. Applying the procedure recommended by PDG [12] gives 45.0
events in ROI and it corresponds to 0.20 ± 0.029 cpd.

Thus, for the 15ONd(2/3,2i/ + 0i/)15OSm(0f) transition a lower bound on half-life was
obtained as: T 1 / 2 ( 0 + -» Of) > 1.5 • 102 0 у at 90% C.L.

For comparison, the best previous result for 15ONd(2/3,2^-|-0^)15OSm(0f) transition was
obtained in [13], and it is equal to T 1 / 2 (0+ ->• Of) > 1.0 • 102 0 у at 90 % C.L.
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CONCLUSION

The measurements performed with four HPGe detectors assembly for 228 days of lifetime
give us a possibility to obtain new limits for the 76Ge(2/3,2i/)76Se(0^) and 15ONd(2/3,2v +
Oz/) l o 0Sm(0|) transitions. It was found that the main background components are due to
4 0 K and 2 0 7 Bi isotopes located inside the detector cap and in the Nd sample, respectively.
Analysis of relative intensity of 4 0 K and 2 0 7 Bi gamma-line peaks yielded the location of these
isotopes with good accuracy.

We plan to reduce present level of background by removing the defined impurities with
the well-known locations and to increase a sensitivity of the experiment for such decay modes
at least by a factor of 3.

This work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research under grant
No. 98-02-17973.
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